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By DEXTER CHESTNUT
Hilltop Staffwriter
The Howard University Student
Association held its General Assembly
meeting last night. with confusion and'
disarray of financial matters dominating the meeting.
According to Mark Hall, financial
director, the Finance Committee has
the task of reviewing proposals from
. campus organizations and making re• commendations to the General
Assembly .
~
However\ these recommendations'
jjUSA Fin:incial AdvisOr Mak Hall
are not to be debated upon in general
Photo ·, 1Y Wayne t:. Jac~son - Th e Hillto p
assembly meetings , but are to .be sent

...
-..

PJlicy Board
Ii
·
a,,_nounces

'

private and personal reasons, to try to week, ''Students today, prof~sionals
The Navigators, an in·
undcnnine the central focus of General tomorrow, leaders of the future," will terdenominational Christian Fellow· .
assembly," said Hall.
incorporate activities such as resu~ ship Organization, in its pica 11kcd for
With all the discussion on monetary writing and interviewing techniques.
SSOO to help fund trips, semiun, and
matters, some financial situations were
1bcrc will also be several keynote conferences. In response HUSA
dealt with as representatives from var- speakers such as Thurmond McKenzie, recommended a $500 increase to assist
ious campus organizations made their founder of M&M products, and John the organization.
plea for financial assistance from Jacobs of the National Urban League.
The fmancial testimonies continued ·
HUSA.
Representatives from businesses such as the California Student Associatioo
In its farst proposal, the School of as 181).f and Chase Manhattan Bank will requested $800 worth of HUSA support
Business asked for $4,000 to help fund also be available to confer with stu- to help fund its programs. These proits annual Business Weck . A dents.
grams include such activities as
spokesperson from the School of BusiThe Finance Committee, granted the pageants, Homecoming float, and
ness said the money 'will hClp pay for previous inforqiation,· approved$ l ,000 Thanksdving dinner for lhose ••nable to
the banquet, weekly activities and pub- and recommciided that the School of
liciry.
Business seek the remaining funds from See BUSA page 2
The theme for this year's business 11niverisly-widc appropriations.

back to the Finance Committee for review, said Hall.
Hall said too many General Assembly meetings arc befog mooopolized by
•
financial matters
and a lack of attention
to other pertinent issues relating to students .
Hall added that there is a need to
enhance the relationship between students and administrators, as well as un•
ite with the community
in order to improve the student body.
•
''I, for one, Jim thoroughly displeased with the participation of General
Assembly members. There have been
too many proxies, and too many individuals in the General Assembly, for
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Thcfomecoming Policy Board voted two eeks ago at a closed meeting to
make!
Greek Show, Variety Show
and ~iJshion Show free of charge to

Howai'd students who have an ID card
and vi.lid ccrtiHcate of registration .
Ho~ecoming Steering Committee
chairman, Rocky GalJoway. said the

budgcl 1he drafted over the summer
called f'or students Jo pay for these lhrec
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By C)l,YSTAL CHISSELL
Campus Editor
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President James c);e<k, Harris' lawyer William Liit1tfoot, Michael Harris, Janice McKniiht

Howard, Harris end
...> •

--~··
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By HENRY BOYD HALL
even . ••After the semester started, we
Executive Editqr
'
found:other means for supporting these
Las~t week Howard University reachevents ," Galloway said .
ed an out-of-court settlement wilh
'
Galloway
said that the fees were also former staff attorney Michael Harris.
meanq to serve as a means of crowd
who was fired after he filed a widely
contrdl. But Galloway said, ''Now that
publicized sex discrimination comit's trCe, people have no excuse not to
plaint with the U .S. Equal Employment
partic!pate. ''
Opportunity Commission that sparked
1 Ho~coming policy board chaira campus uproar last September.
man, Heredit~ Neilsen, said '"it was
Harris' .attorney , William P. Light·
the concensus' of the board to make '
foot, said in an interview that the settlethese jtctivitics free .''
ment was a three-way agreement. ·'The
•'The Homecoming chairman had
EEOC dismissed its case and Michael
said that the charges were to deter the and Howard settled. ·· Lightfoot said.
bad element. I think it's just ridiculous
Lightfoot said that Harris did not
that -.ye should charge the students,"
want him to ''discuss the money inNeilsen said.
•
volved ' ' in the settlement and that he
~eil~en said that the goal of the
HomOcoming policy boald was to pro- would not say how much Howard agreed to pay Harris .
vide ii ''very good homecoming at a
''The attorney for Howard , FredminiJ:num price.''
erick Douglas, did not return numerous
The policy board approved an op·
crating:total of $42,000 for this year's phone calls from The Hilltop requesting
an interview.
Ho~ng . "We only appropriated
Howcv5r, university president James
$32,000, ''Neilsen said, adding that the
E. Cheek was asked by The Hilltop if
balance is in continge.ncy
and
reserve
,
Howard was at fa1.tlt and if not why did
funds .
. l '.
''P~t HomecOrriing activities have it settle out-of-court?
Cheek said, '' the reason we decided
run aS much as $75,()(X) with money
unacdoUOted for;•· Neilsen said. ''Most to settle was because it was far rilore
'
economical to do that than to go
of the Istudent ·activity fee was being through a protracted legal battle.' '
eaten Up by Homecoming."
Cheek added that ' ' under the terms
There was a delay in anriouncing the
of the agreement signed by both parties.
See i lIOMECOMING pg. 2 I am required not to disclose the amount

,

•

[of money pai to Harris] . Both parties
signed that kind of agreement, 10 do so
would ~ in violation of that .''
Harris, 34, .filed a complaint in November 1982 with the EEOC charging
that he had been denied promotions and
salary equal to that of two women with
lesser qualifications than he had in the
office of Howard· s general counsel .
In h.is complaint. Harris said that he
was hired in December 1977 as a staff
advisor at a salary of $29,000 per year
and that he had ' 'been discriminated
based on (his ) sex. in that ... [a
woman ] was promoted to assistant
general counsel at about $47 ,000 per
year with less qualifications.' ' than Harris had.
The complaint also said thal General
Counsel Dorsey Lane, who retired this
summer, had ' ' special relations '' with a
woman who was special assistant ·to
Lane at a salary of ·'about $31,000 per
year.' · According to Harris' complaint,
this woman was not a lawyer.
·Harris was fired on January 31, 1983
after a letter he wrote to president
Cheek alleging sex discrimination was
published in the Hilltop.
Janice McKnight, then Hilltop
editor-in-chief, gave the complaint
prominent coverage and was later expelled from school . McK-night was expelled because information on her·
application to transfer from Syracuse

a

Photos by Wayne I:.'. Jaclc$0n ·The Hilltop
'

spute

•

Universil)' to Howard was withheld, vcstigatio~ conducted b). the EEOC
according lo a· university press release .. and that information could only be
McKnight was reinstated after a obtained from ttic panics involved.
series of student demonstrations. The Lightfoot gave The Hilltop a copy of
height of the protest effort involved Mead's determination.
about 800 students who marched on
Mead's determination statement
the administration building demanding · contained paragraphs from a tenninaa Olcck' s resignation and the reinstate- tion letter given to Harris dated January
mcnt of McKnight.
28, 1983 saying that his termination
After Harris was fired in January, he was made necessary because of ''unacfiled a second .claim with the EEOC ceptable'' work and that his ''activities
charging that his tennination was a ··re~ and efforts'' were ''detrimental to the
taliation'' from the administration be- overall well-being of the Universily.''
cause of his sex discrimination .comAccording to Mead, Harris charged
plaint.
. .,
that ''he specifically asked his superThc EEOC, according to Lightfoot, visor, Lane, during a meeting on April
attempted to investigate the Sex dis- 26~ 1982andinafollow-upmemodatcrimination charge but found that em- cd April 27 to advise him of any of his
ployccs would not talk to investigators performance deficiencies so that if any
for fear of retaliation.
exist he could correct them. Mead add•' At that time they (EEOC) went to cd that Harris •'asserts that no performcourt for a restraining order that would ancc problems were identified by Mr.
grant protection to witnesses but the Lane.''
•
judge denied that,'' Lightfoot said .
Mead wrote that there was evidence
••eut he did not dismiss the law suit ''that up to the date, October 29, 1982
(brought by the EEOC) and scheduled it when Charing Party's (Harris) letter
for trial," Lightfoot continued.
was published, Charging Party's per·
In July the Baltimore District Office formance was considered · satisof EEOC found •'that there was reason- factory.••
able cause to believe'' the charges
Mead quoted a sworn deposition by
made by Harris were true.
Harris as evidence that Harris' work
Baltimore District EEOC Director, was satisfactory. According to Mead,
Dorothy Mead, told the Hilltop this
week that she was prohibited by law
See Harrill page 2
from discussing any actions or in-

I

to the Hilltop
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In an aCtion $ymbol1iing the federal
government's ultimate commitment to
recognize the enormous impact left in
the United States by a Black American,
the Senate Wednesday voted 78-22 to
create an official holiday honoring slain
ciYil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King: Jr.
'
The bill, which President Resgan has
"pi~Ol-mised to sign, will be the second
national holi<J.!y honorina_on American
when it begins on the third Monday in
January in 1986.
Despite allegations by Sen . Jesse
Helms (R-N.C.) that King was a communist symparhizcr, the Senate overwhelmingly passed the King holiday
bill .
The King bill, introdlleed by Coo·gresswoman Katie Hall (D-IN) before
the Subcommitt~ on Census and Population on June 21, 1983, is actually the
fourth bill to be presented by Congress.
according to Kathy Jurado, subcommittee staff member. The three
other bills were introduced during the
98th Congress, .except for Rep. John
Conycr's bill, introduced following the
death of King in 1968.
According to Jurado, Robet Garcia
(D-NY) and Robert' Roe (0-NJ) also
presented similar bills declaring King's
birthday a national holiday. In 1979,
Rep. Conyer'S bill came four votes
shon of the necessary tw~thirds vote
.-led to appro•e the bill, said Jurado.
On August 2, 1983, the House voted
338-90 to approve Congresswoman's
Hall vcnioo of 1'lc King bill.
''Congresswoman Hall's bill has the
same exact wording as each of the Qthcr
bills before it, except I.heir bill called
for King's holiday to be celebrated on
the third Monday of every January,"
said Jurado. ''All of the Qther bills ask-
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See KING page 2
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Peepers, p.ests, area
By DAWN Y. SIMON
Hilllop Staffwriter
Lack of security., peeping toms, untimely shuttle bus service and rodents
are some of the-problems that a Howard
Univcsity donnitory face, according to
a Park Square Hall residence counselor.
''We feel thal we're havingproblcm.s
with the provision of adequate sccurify
around-the-clock,'' Millicent Davis
said.
Davis, who has been working at Park
Square Hall for over two yeas, said that
''We're in the center of a narcotics culture and we have narcotics ttafficon the
comet' and in tbC park.
''Of course we have purse snatchings
UK1 we are annoyed with peeping toms ··
and people who exp<>S:C themselves,"
she added.
Natalie Holder, president of the ·
dorm, said ''for the nieghborhood that
we•re in, we need better security. We
11e in front of Meridian Parle, and Parle
SqulR women 11e often harassed by iDdivida••andsecurity is not~.''
In addition fl>~ petitlool going out

to see th.at residents receive adequate
protection, Holder added, ''we also.
plan future meetings with the head of
security and the HUSA grievance force
who is working with security ."
According to Davis, since Park
Square docs not have air conditioning,
re~ · ·~nts open their windows in warm
wca.ncr ''which leads tO the problem of
peeping toms .''
• ''We're constantly ca11ing the police
to catch them, but once they arc caught
they are released within a few days . We
struggle to get venetion blinds to protcct ourselves from the view of outsiders, '' she said.
Holder, who said that ''not.bing is
being done'' to relieve the problem of
peeping toms aJso mentioned that' resi~
dents have to rely on their own personal
safety.
''We have to watch out for ourselves
bec1usc in my opiniori, -no one else
seems to care," she said.
Shuttle bus serYicc is another problem which the n:sidcnts face. In addition to not arriving on time, the express
bus does not stop at Park Square,

according to Davis.
rodents, both Holder and Davis said
''We don't understand why Park that then: is the need for greater clcanli·
Square is excluded from the door-to- - ncss.
door express service. The residents ,
''Something needs to be done about
have to run over to Meridian Hill to the little creatures who live with us.
catch the express bus. Sometimes we Besides the fact that we need to be
have to synchrofiize our clocks with the cleaner as residents, the extermination
· bus drivers' watches in order to catch process should .be stronger,'' Holder
the bus because they are either ahead or said.
behind schedule," Davis said.
Although the problems that Park
Because the cxpresi bus does not Square face are complex, Davis said
come to Park Square, ''women have that "Dean Calhoun has zeroed in oo
been robbed a number of times wllking these problems and we do expect sigeither from or to Meridian to catch the nificant improvements.'' Oa't'is also
bus," Holder said.
said that "physical plant put ban on
"It doesn't malte sense to ha•e the windows to protect the residents on the
bus sitting at Meridian for IS minutes fll'St floor and they also improved the
when it can make a two minute stop,'' lighting system outside of the donn."
Holder added.
In terms of security, Davis said that
Holder, who also complained that ''when we call them they arrive very
buses do oot anive on time, said she quickly. There is noching like having a
plans ·'to_speak with the penoa in sccuriry officer mac one time out of ten
charge of the bus schedule to see if it when he is needed bec1use an ounce of
can be changed."
pre>entioo is worth I pound of CURO ...
"We think the time schedule •J>ould
When ••ktd how residents feel lbout
be moved back to allow students ""!J>le
time to arrive to clau,'' she said.
Agreeing that there is a problem with See DORM pag~ 2
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From page I

$1,000 from HUSA . HUSA agreed lo

Nov . I0 to discuss transferring and up-

that he was preparing to transfer and

the program in the interest of the stu·
dents, and recommended that LASC receive the $1,000.
The Bison yearbook, a university·
wide publication has a budget of
$76,000 . However, its expected cost

up-grade my position, and that he want-

for publication is $89,000. The year-

In the deposition Harris said, ''He

f

ed to get me out of the office for my

own personal safety.
''He said that he and Mr. Lane had
registered their guns together, he had a

~

passes Senate

puls-c to shoot me ."
Mead said the deposition of William
corroborated Harris statements. Mead

quoted Scott's deposition , in which he
said that the president was ''moving to
have Mr. Harris transferred out of that

1

office . . . ''

From page I

edfortheholidaytobeheld onthe 15th
of every January .' '
- Steve Klein, press assistant for the
Martin Luther King. Jr . Centef for So·
c ial Change in Atlanta, Ga. said ·· the
Senatc! ' s vote o n Wednesday is evi·
denc e o f Americ a 's rea li zatio n of
King' s greatness.
••After fifteen years of petitioning
and tabbying , I honestly believe 1hat
Dr. King's legacy and his greatness has
finall y d8wned o n Ame rica." said
Klein . ' ' Also with the renaissance of
Black voter registratio n, many pol iti·
cians arc realizing that Blacks are becoming politicall y involved .··
I Klein said the King Cen1er was noc
totally surprised about Se n. Helms' attempt to prevent passage of the King
bill . He a]so said he .bel ieves Pres ident
Reagan ' s promise to sign the King bill
c an be linked pol itically to his decis ipl).
1
to run for re.election .
,
"'Over the last year. southern states
'

r

Scott , another Howard lawyer,

holiday bill

II

101 of guns, but Mr. Lane had an arsenal, and that he didn't want Mr. Lane to
have a fit of passion-an irrcstible im-

i

l
opolo ii
''•' ;,·- - - - - - - - - - - - - •

- - - - •'•1ncerely

·~g

(Cheek) infonned me that the very day
that lhe letter appeared in The Hilltop,

i

have regi stered mo re B lac ks than
Reagan 's margin of victory in 1980.''
s a id K le in .'' Th is has politicia ns
shaken up . They are still fee ling the
reverberations of lhe Chicago mayoral
electio n, " added Klei11.
'
The Rev. Urande l Osborne . special
assistant to the preside nt at the national
office of the Southern Chri slia n Leader·
ship Conference. sa id the SCLQ was
not pleased with 1he tactics of Sen.
He lms.
··we think Sen. Helms' attempts 10
prevent passage of the King bill is the
age -old techniques of the White southem conservative trying to tum back the
c lock of progress fo r Black America,''
said Osborne .
'' We have wi1nessed a great achieve.
ment in American history,·· said Kle in .
·· sut we must keep working and keep
pushing forward . We must also make
the national holiday a day of reflection
to continue the struggle thal Dr. Ki ng
outlined in his d reame''

Mead said that Howard 's reasons for
fuing Harris were' 'pretextual'' and the
evidence indicated that the school ter·
minated him because his complaints of
discrimination went outside of the uni·
versity when he filed his complaint with

lhe EEOC.

HUSA

Wednes day , October 26 , 1983

J IME:

9_:00 a. m. , to 4:00 p.m.

--

-

Homeco111ing

from page I
fee changes ' 'because it wOuldn 't have
been practical to announce 1t until a11 of
the logistics had been worked out,"
Galloway said.
Students will be able to obtain tickets

remain the same . None of thete acti·
vites are supported by the student Ktiv·
ity fee .
This year is the fmt that Homecoming has been under . the authority of a
policy board . The rl:organizlti(w\- wu ·

book has asked the University· Wide
beginning today from the CramtQn .A":. approved last year by Nathaniel Jones, .
Appropriations Committee for $4,500 ditorium box office from 10 to 12:30 HUSA president, Raymond Archer, di·
but has yet to receive a reply .
p .m . and from 2 to4:30 p.m. No tiCkets rector of student activities, and Vil"M"'ftlt
The Bison yearbook, in its proposa1 will be issued after 4:3tJ p .m . Non· Johns, dean of student activities, before
to the Finance Committee, asked for students can get tickets from the box its fina1 approval by president Cheek.
assistance of $3 ,000 to supplement the office during lhe same ho~ . "Money
Policy board chainnan Nei'- uid,
$1,000 received from UGSA . A will be coming in from non·students, so
''I think its the best thing tbat'1 ever
spokespcrsn said additional money can we will still be generating some happened to Homecoming . We cum.be received from advertisements, but funds,'' Neilsen said .
ined every detail, every penny to pt d\e
this is not guaranteed .
' - Fees for the Gospel show, bestpossilbeHomecomingfortbebestL
Last on the financial agenda was the
Homecomin Concert and Casino Nite
ssiblc ·ce. ''
~
Senior Citizens Day "sponsored by Omega Psi Phi fraternity . The day features
breakfast, seminars , and a luncheon to
assist the elderly in the Washington
SUCCIUPUL MTS
Metropolitan area, and is scheduled for
Nov. I .
Omega Psi Phi, in its plea to the
Finance Committee, asked for $2,000.
However, the committee recommended
$1 ,000 and said it wo uld review pro·
rosals for additiona1 funding.
Center For Arts Administration,
•
Southern Methodist University, Offet a
·A Balanced Business--Arts Cucriculum,
America's Only MBA/MA Dual Oegt 88
Graduate Program In Arts Administration
•

o;.;_;;;;.,,;§iiii;

-

A MAnER OF BA

DORM

From pagel
make it home .
The assoc iation , already in debt , said
it is not possible to make the organiza.
tion work by depending on membership
dues . The Finance Committee allocated
$500 to the associatio n to help suppon
ii programs.
Earl y next mo nth the Liberal Arts
Student Council has scheduled a student forum o n the nation ' s Black may·
ors. The seminars and forums on the
Blac k mayors will also inc lude panel
discussions. and a luncheon .
The LA SC program would be a first ,
as ne ve r before have Black mayors

CENTER FOR ACADEMIC REINFORCEMENT
(CAR)
EVENT : Ann ual Open House: 'A Touch of Class'
DATE:

gathered together on a campus to have a
program which would be sponsored by
students . This forum will involve eight
other institutions and will be televised .
Jn its proposal, LASC requested

Harris had a meeting with Check on

grading lhis position.
In [ the eddorlal, "Dr. Cheek at
Mid term1 '' appearing in the October
14, 1983 issue, a statement said
that Mr. Dorsey Lone, forn1er
General Counsel, and Dr. Lorraine
Williams, former Vice President
f,or A.codemic ~.ffoirs were given
walking papers by President
Cheek.
That statement was
incorrect.
lnfoct both Mr.
Lo~e and Dr. Williams voluntarily
retired from the university
ofter years of service. The HILL TOP
qrJ._d its editor regret sUch a statement and

The Hilltop, f"riday Octob<T il, 1983

From page I
these problems, Holder said , ·· all believe that the problems we have need to
be addressed, but few have he lped to
address them .
'Petitions have been at the fro nt desk
for over a month . but o nly half of the
dorm residents signed them . This lack
of suppon is delaying the process,'' she
said .
According to Holder , her role as
president is to represent the residents
and speak o n their behalf.
'" Whe n I became presidenl of Park
Square, I took the platform on the stand
that we had problems that needed to be
solved and we had challenges to face .
Now that they are here and we are fac·
ing them I realize that they are a lot
more complicated than I realized and
more time has to be taken to solve
them .' ' }:lolder said.
' ·But through it all I know it will be
wonh it because the residen1s of Park
Square are wonh it ," Holder said.

Only Ten Candidates Admitted Annually
Next Class Enters August, 1984

Deadline For Application: February 1. 1984

'
•

Write or telephooa;

Center for Arts Administration
LBOham Deal, Director
Soottlem MethodiSt Univwsity

Dalles. Teus 75275
C21 4 l 6 9 2·342 5

•

'

Chase Manhattan Bank

PLACE : Academi c Suppo rt Building- B (ASB) , First . Floor

•

,

~'

SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES

'

(Verbal/Study Ski l ls Laboratory-- Room J03)
9:00 a.m.

-

JO:OO a . m.

•

Coffee Hour-- Greetings and Slide Presentation

10: JO a. m. - 11 :00 a. m.
JJ:l O a. m.

-

J2:00 Noon

\

J2:JO p.m. - 2:00 p. m.
•

2:10 P.m.

3:00 p.m.

3: JO

4: 00

•

'

.

Reading Class Demonstration

The Corporate Operations And Systems Sector is sponsoring an Information .
Session on Careers in their Management Development Program

Computer-Assisted Instruction. Demo nstrati on

All Interested Seniors Are Invited to Attend

Team-Teaching Demonstrat i on

Wednesday · Oct. 26, 1983

•

· 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

CAR's Community Outreach High l ights
PHARMACY HAS A WAY OF MAKING THINGS HAPPEN

•

11•,war•I U11iversity

FREE DELIVERY
IN 30 MINUTES-1

•

'
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Did you know that. in addition t o beinJ?
c ommunity health· care providers, pharmacists
ii.re -businessmen and c o mmunity leaders,

~
~
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DELIVERANCE!
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• Did you know that the unemployment rate
among pharmaci sts in the U.S. today is
practically zero?

ft ·

~
"'=1 1

•

• Did yo u kno w that of an estimated J 70,000
pharmacists practicing in the U.S. today,
less than 23 arc Black Americans?

cr

=
11
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=
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ARE YOU UNCERTAIN ABOUT
YOUR CAREER CHOICES!

ft

,
Y"\
When It comes to pizza, PTA comes to you.
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executives, · researchers, and educators?

~

S29~9400

CALL:

Howard Inn Reeve Room

OFFER EXPIRES NOi. 6, 1!1!3
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THINK PHARMACY!!
For further information contact:

=

Student Recruitment Officer
Howard University

fl]

Wuhinaton, DC 20059

ft

~

I

Colleee or Pharmacy and Pharma Scirrc rr
2300 Fourth Su11t, N.W.

.

Howard Univenity Colle~ or Pharmacy and Pharmacal
Sciences ia fully accredited by the American Council on
Pharmaceutical Education and is a member or the Ameri·
can ANOciation 0£ Coll~&n ~£ Pharmacy .

·or call:

-(202) 636-6530
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puter science saying that being CompuAshe responded that the ruling could ed a round of applause when he stated
ter literate is very important today .
have an adverse effect on many black . that the SAT is culturally bis""' and
After his opening remarks, Ashe ask- athletes ·wanting to go to Division. 1 blacks will never score u high u lbeir
ed the audience to respond to the recent schools.
white counterports. He added thal lb

tativ.es of the insurance company were
with him ..
At the beginning of the question and
answer session, Ashe made scvera1 opening statements that he said he felt NalionaJ Collegiate Athletic Associadeserved special attention by students. tion (NCAA) ruling that all entering
••Seek the ability to be fluent in an- freshman athletes in Division 1 schools
other language," he said. ''It is ex- must have scored a combined 700 on
tremely important. Jn the business the verbal and math portions of the
world , having a second language Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and
capabil•ty puts you two legs up on the have a minimum cumlative grade point
competition," Ashe said to the audi- average of 2.0 in a core curriculm of
ence of about 150 at the University academic courses in English, math, soCenter.
·cial science and natural or physical sciStudents should take courses in pub- ence. 1be ruling is scheduled io go in
lic speaking because the courses will effect in August 1986.
.
help build self-confidence in all life's
One student said that the ruling was a
endeavors Ashe said.
good idea because standards need to be
He also u~ed students to leam·com- set for student athletes to meet.

By EARLE ELDRIDGE
Asst. Campus Editor
Fonner tennis pro Arthur Ashe urged
students to learn another language and
take courses in public speaking and
computer science during his visit to Howard Wednesday.
1 A.she, who is currently an Aetna Life
. and Casualty insurance co mpany
boardmember, hosted an impromptu
question and answer session at the University Center ballroom. He also met
with students at the School of Business
and Public Administration W~dnesday .
Ashe' s• visit to Howard is part of
several visits to universities and colleges thi s week in a program sponsored
by ACtna Life and Cas.ualty . Reprcsen-

•

Pho to by Odetta Rogers· Th e HilltofJ

''Hit (ruling) 'remains in its present
form, there will be quite less blacks in
Division 1 sports,'' Ashe said.
''Quite a few students will not be
admitted and quite a few schools will
lose their Division 1 status,'' he added .
Division I A football teams in the
NCAA generally have the most prominent and expensiye programs geared to
bringing top high school athletes
aboard with hopes of profusional foot·
ball careen. Howard's football team is
in Division 1AA and will be bound by
the ruling .
Another student in the audience cam-

ruling was just another method by
whites to discriminate against blacks.
1bc discussion turned to Soudt Africa when a student asked Ashe, ''Do we
confine ourselves to problems here or to
problems abroad?''
Ashe responded thAt we should be
able to do both.
''('ve been criticized for getting. involved in problems in 'SOuth Africa,"
Ashe said. "But when there are prob-
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By CLEOPATRA ROBINSON ·
Hilltop Staffwriter
Congressman John Conyers. Jr. (DMl) spoke to Howard, University students Oct. 13 in the East Ballroom of
the Armour J. Blackburyi University
Center about the Martin Luther King.
Jr . Holiday Bill . .
· During ·lhC How..ird 'University Undergraduate Stude nt Assemb ly's
(UGSA) second of a series of Congressiorial Updates. Conyers stated that
he introduced the King Holiday Bill
·'.Nhich would n1ak ~ K,ing 's birthday a
·national hol iday .
1
•·Give it, to us rii;ht or dun ·1 gi \e it to
us at all." stated C.Onyers addi11g that
sqme Sen'ate supporters said . ·· 1 might
•

vote for a Sunday amendment .'· Conyers called this amendment a ''shabby
compromise.
Conyers added that a King holiday
on Sunday would take away the in- .
dividuality of the holiday . ' 'We' ve
waited too long to put Martin on the
back of the bus.·' stated Conyers adding that the amendment is · ·unfulfilling
and unworthy to King ." According to
Conyers, the bill now provides for
King's.· birthday to fall on a different
day each year..
'
Conyers called the passage of the bill
a ' 'litmus test·• for the voters saying
''either you' re wilh me on King or
you're not with me al ;il l.··
Conyers Sa id that ~en . JeSse Heln1s
(R-N.C.), an opponent of the bill , has
identified himself as on·e of the most

. ..

insensitive men in the U.S. Senate. He
added that Helms has made ''crude and
ins ulting remark s against King 's
. . '
patnot1sm.
Conyers discussed the possibility of
a possible black presidential candidate
in 1984. ''It has always been time for a
black candidate to run for president, "
stated Cgnyers saying black people
should vote for Rev . Jesse Jackson ,
founder· of Operation PUSH (People.
United to Serve Hum<lnity).
··A }?13.ck can win . Don't walk away
from a brother just because he 's a brother,· · said Con)·ers as he stated the psyC'hologica1 effect of Jackson's possible

.

candidacy op· Lilack and white people.
''Jackson, as an unannounced candi~te, is doing a better job than the announced candidates," Conyers said.
. Conyers stated that Jackson ''articulates what we want: jObs, justice, freedom , and ' internatiorfal foreign
policy.''
Conyers, citing various problems
confronting black people, said that until
black.people politic3lly and legislatively resolve the problem of the deliberate
unemployment of 18 million people.
the state of black America will never
change.
Conyers also said that the U.S. is not

prepared for nuclear conflict •'yet we
say we are not winners in a nuclear
war, " Conyers added .
Conyers discussed the need for black
people to persist even though the odds
may seem to be against them . He cited
Jackie Robinson, the frrst black Aemrican major league baseball player,
Vanessa Williams, the frrst black Miss
America, and Coleman Young. President of the Conference of Marors, as
examples of black people who didn't
give up .
Conyers concluded by asking black
people to join him in the fight for black
America saying ··unless ws do, black
people will continue to be victims. I
prefer to see you all alive as freedom
fighters,' ' Conyers stated.

'

Dellums exami"res nuclear dange,rs
•
States is now ' 'beyond the concept of
By JAN BUCKNER
nuclear deterrence '' and mov_if!B
•
. Hilltop Staffwriter
toward inevitable nU cie'ar wa~ . We
Congressman Ronald. Dellums ex- maintained th~t mili~ technology.
amined tho tactical. and strategic im- · such as the MX and Pershing missiles
plications of the c u~nt nu~ l ear t scala- d~s . not exis~ simply for deterrence.
tion before students and faculty at a
A'ccording to Dellums. the United
Wedne sd.ay afterrio?n luiicheon . States ha'S far surpassed SeCrc'tary of
; sponsored'b'y .the Depart!11ent of' Politi~ .. pefe,nse Robert McNa,mani'S definition
cal Scienc~.
of nuclear deterrence. which olds.that
-.. The CalifOmia congressn1ail ; chair- deterrence wil'I be achieved when a·na.. ~ man of 1he Ar.med Sevices ..Su'\>- -tionhas theabilitYtodeslory 70 percent
~ rommittee ..is the only member of Con-., of its economic_infras1ructure and 30
gress to propos~ an altemati ve' ljii litary percent of its population . •
budget to cou'nt¢ract what he tem1ed
Einphasizing the danger of computer
. · '·' Reagan 's game ~f .Cowboy politics malfunction and h.!J1nan·error. ~ll ums
·and uclear chicken.·· Dellurns·assened stated that ' ' the United States is de. that the scope of nucleartechiiology has veloping levels of eicotic nuclear tech"abandoned. its func1ion of det~rrencc. nology that may take us beyond am1s
·making nuclear war ''thinkable . ac- control and verfiability anQ reduce hu ~
·ceptable. and possible:·
·
man reaction time to zero.··
Dellums stressed that nuclear det~t·
The recent Korean jetliner incident
rence was no k>ngi:r'a realistic justit'ica- irttensifiCd the urge ncy of disannalion for United States- military escala· ment , according to Dellums and, he
, tion and spending. and that the United a~ded, '' ha~ ·made my job easier."
J
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Dellums cited the Cruise , MX. Trident , and Pershing missiles ·as firststrike weapons tmgineercd to travel ~t
phenomenal speeds and evade detection·, "thus making verifiable disanna·
mcnt an impossibility . These missiles.
stated Dellums, ta1re 2540 minutes to
travel .from. the Soviet Uiiion to ·the
United States and can be detected after
10-15 minutes.
·
Dellu.ms warned of the danger of
. ''launch on w~ing '' combat which.
could· be elicited by the- presence of
American Pershing mi:.siles stationed
in Vtest Gennany. six. to 10 minutes in
deployment capacity from Jhe Soviet
border. Nuclear warfare . he contended .
cou~d be initiated ' 'b'y accident , miscalculation , or misunderstanding.· ·
Comparing the presence of such ntis·
siles in West Germany to the Cuban
Missile Crisis of the Kennedy administration, Dellu"ms observed, '' If it
was unacceptable to us, the!) how could
it be acceptable to them?~'

Dellums said he feels certain that , as
a.result,,o fthe nat.ional shame Kruschev
,brought upon the USSR. by relenting to
the· U.S. in 1969, the Soviet Union
''will not back down' ' if confronted
, with the threat of nuclear attack.
Dcllums maintained that the nation is
develOping ''certain nuclear weapons
that will take · the world , in quantum
.fashion, to the bring of nuclear war.''
Discouning the concept of limited
nuclear warfare, Dellums said, ''anyone who believes we can surviv~ a nuclear war is, by definition, certifiably
mentally disturbed.
''Too many people ," added Dellums, ··are living under the illusion
that we can use these weapons.··
Dellums attributed the ·' insane '' esca1ation or the nuclear arms race to the
fact that ''the United States sees the ~
world purely in East-West terms'' and
the notion that the United States and the
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Pl1nto By Odetta R ogers· The Hilltop

Rep. John Conyers (0-Mich.)
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" American. blacks had to pay 'lfention to this affair (Vietnam War) because they were sacrificin.g their
lives," McHenry said.
The Vietnam war gave blacks some
insight into foreign affairs, according to
McHenry, but there is still a failure by
bl~c~ to ···pay attention to what's going on in international affairs."
. He added that blacks treat nuclear
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: Donald ~He~~ son ''Nation4111Security411nd- th;B1.l(kC ommunity at
the Black [;Uj-n C~nte ,
•
BY JOYCE HARR
.
Hilltop ~
~ Mc~enry spoke at ';he ''Nati?n~!
• •
Secunty arid the Black Community
1 • ·•
''The ~lems of ~1xJ1es, ~1c -· conference .sponsored by the Depan,. 1larly the Vtetnam·~~· ff'~monstra~ mCn.:Of Political Scie'Oce and held at the '
flat there can be -~ d1st1~1on berween ·· University Center at Howard.
intanational and Jru.nt:S~i~ _relalio.ns ,'' ·' McHenry, currently a professor at
f01merambo••-theUn11edNahons, the Goergetown School of Foreign
Donald McHenry~ ~ednesday.
Service, said the occurences of the six-

With RECOE WALKER
Hilltop Columnist

personal stereos strapped to th
can. And let's not forget the ever
popular ''boogie boxes'' or the'' lug-gage size" ghetto blasten (e
popular with 901DC New Yorkers).
Anyone strolling throusJI Blacks
bum Stodent center will _.,.,nt.er.,
explosion of music via ''KYS, ''
1
'0.K. 100,'' ''HUR,'' or ' 1WHBC.''
Now you might be ~aylng t
yourselves, ''O.K., you've ma+
point! So wbat are you trying to ay?'
True, we are SWTOUDded by mulk::
but how many of us pay c}oe
oclentious attention to lbe lyriclol
music which is 10 m1di a part of om
lives?
A large majority of the con1te111~
rary music disseminated over the air
waves is leIU8l in nature. Some
creative, clever, and even cute. Man
strive for depth (wbicb tbiey r.D
of), some are incoherent Md
pna-1
tic, running the gamut from t
ridiculous to the sublime.
C•ws in point:
Finl Edition:
''Shake it, don't break it
It took your mama nine DIODtbs
make it''
(What is it?)
O'Brien: '"I'm Freaky''
(Try singing that ooe on a c:ro...te

•·if we t1nd our.;clves in nuclear war, to our goals," he stated.
I· assure you it's not going to dis·
criminate," McHenry said.
He commented that there should be a
broader interest in foreign affairs because we arc interdependent on other
nations. He pointed out that America
once ex.ported finished material to underdeveloped tlltioos, but now those
nations are exporting.

In his final comments, McHenry
suucsted thal Black Amoricam sbollld
•'The concentration of the Black
community cannot and should not be
concentrated solely on Africa,'' he remarlted.
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latat slnllle. "All nlsbt Jons," Exacts
PtliM:e:
ly a nlsbt of what I'm not sure.
''H11d''
"Music Is a world within lllelf,
(Bil nest album ls .~.,. to b.w a ·
with a laquaae we all •md11atsnd," tune Cd' Id ''feet'')
llCCOrding to Motown'• m••d=a' m=1
I*>'
8161' rs:
1
slab Stevie Wonder. That quote wu
' B:twe
• the 1i.t-1M11e11111''
from bis "Sonp In the Key ol Ufe"
(In my
album rele11ed in 1976. Snen years
F1111e:
later I'm not e1acdy sure if "we all
AsEsl.O.U ... llDd lf7T rl s- Y

•sse It's. bbllss•*•••>
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One ·of the most popular tunes on
the yard this semester is by Chaka
•Khan and Rufus, 1 'Ain't nobody
loves me better than you." Musically
the song is without a doubt a jam, but
the way in which Chaka expresses
what ~ means is enough to make a
professor in the English department
break out in hives. I'm sure they'd be
happy if Chaka sang "There .isn't
anyone who could possibly love me
better than yourself.'' Somehow it
loses sometliing in the translation.
•
What about "I'll be your multipurs
See Nukes page 13
opo0<ssee girl'' by a group named KJyma
XX? Both the name of the group and .
the title tell you all you need to know.
A song is more than just a song.
AccordinB to comedian Greg Poole,
sonp helped him over his shyness
with girls. Smokey Robinson's lyrics
featured lines like "Saw you there
and your laughter seemed to fill the
.
air,'' but these days guys are
''It's not that we've gotten weaker,
approaching girls with tunes by Rici<
it's because others have gotten stronJames like ''Give it to me baby,'' and
ger," he· said.
"(baby, baby) you bring the freak out
' According io McHenry the Japanese in me, and everything you tall< about
take up almost 22% of American freaks me out.''
domestic sales in tht .automobile inHow many Howard men are waitdustry .
ing for a seductive attractive Howard
In addition to the Vietnam War,
woman to say to them, ''Do what you
McHenry suggested that the 1973 enerwant. I don't care. I'll be your lollis bus)
Ronnie Dyson:
gy crisis ~so made Americans pay
pop, you can lick me everywhere,•• or
"Somebody hbeen- sle epiq In my
attention to foreign policies.
.
''I don't care 'bout your other girls,
''The gasoline prices brought home
bed"
just be good to me''?
(The three ·w· bean rmzlledl
to us how cl05 Jhs W§f 9E1h5 wgrld 'Qi
Then we could reply, "Everybody
thinks that you're a nasty. nasty girl,
Trouble Funk:
••1.et•1 set •••,••
with that llOXJ' ...XJ' dreA and that
sexy JMri curl." (A Pine Pike that Is
(Wby anall'l llow
let'a .,& '
sure to IICOR -poinll for the.,_ bis or bup or Jona!)
acooiding to the Zapp barul ,)
Andre Symone lyrics:
A group of . . - n prod.-! by
••t'm tick and tired of thil ,_..... •
Rick Jama known • the Mary Jane affair, I wanna set into your un-- Girls tbreatena on their •'ii 1dve di& W111'!''

'The concentration of the
Black .c ommunity cannot
and should not he
concentra~d on Africa'
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Northern·Telecom
...A Rational Career Choice

.I

The merger of computer technology and telecommunlcatlons has made
our industry THE growth field for the BO's anq beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals In communications technology, we can offer a
wealth of challenges to gr~du~tes in Engineering, Computer Science.
Marketing, Finance, Accounting, Business Administration and
Personnel. ·With facilities in 13.major U.S. cities, we can probably
match your desires with an area that Offers the climate and amenities
you want .
Since we believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your

..

own pace for advancement. We offer industry-competitive
compensati0n and our benefit program ranks among the best in the

industry. Talk to our recruiter during his or her next visit to your
campus. We will be happy to answer all of your questions about
locations, project assignments. end our projected -growth.

t

SH your plKement office to 1chedul'e en Interview with our dlvl1lon
reJ)rHentatlve from U.S. Headqu•rter1/ Na1hvllle on campu1 October

28. _•
For: more information; send a resume or a letter to:

Northern Telecom Inc.
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Vail orWinter Park.
Prices start at only
$168~an affordable
reward for those
who make the Dean's List.
And for those who tried to.

'
'

'I ..
I

Fly to Colorado
with Piedmont, and
ski at Aspen, Copper
MountG1-in,Steamboat ·.,

~p?ngs,Breckenridge,.;

259 Cumberland Bend
Nashville, TN 37228
An equal opporlu'.:!,1 ty employer m/ t/ h
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nutthatn
talacum
MANUFACTURING PLANTS: ATLANTA , GA• CONCORD , NH•
CREEDMOOR , NC • MINNETONKA, MN • MOORESTOWN, NJ •
MORRISVILLE, NC •MORTON GROVE. IL• NASHVILLE. TN •RALEIGH. NC
•RICHARDSON, TX • SAN DIEGO, CA • SANTA CLARA, CA• WEST PALM
BEACH. FL

.1

*Tour no. ITP14CS, includes 7 nights, quad oo:upancy,and 5-day lift ticktt per person at
Stoombcxu Spring>.Otll )<JUT rra•<l agent or l'iedmonI5<our desk at 1-Boo-251-5720
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If \'1JUVt' ;1l\\ a\'S ]1111ked f11r \\'h<1t's

•
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\M ' lookil)g for
w o doni ttiihk straight.

.
.

•

0

C1(t1U;1ci the ~:~1it1er -i<1ti1t·r tl1il11 \\'lt<ll is
straight ;tht•;1(l.1:·c111sicl1::r ;1 ~·;11·t.'t' 1· \\·itl1
Li11k;1bit. ~
i;> - Li11k;1bit didi1'i get .f11 ,,·11ert· it is !(Kia~·
.. \!?}; \V~~· ti_ftu1-111el viSi1111. \Ve'rt: <I leader i11
· tht• deSigi1 . devel(1p111e111 ai1d 111.111ufa1.:ture
(If satellite ;md terrestrial l'11111i11uniL·atit>11s
ec1uip111e1it, spe1.: ia\i-zing:.i11 l1)(';:1l
;
t't 11111i1u11it·at i11n 11et \V(irks. e11..:1) pt i1111,
ft>f\\"ard e"rr11r 1.:1)rrt'\·ti11i1 and high speed
1111Kl.ulati<111. Our pt:.'l1ple are ve11· t:reat ive,
free thinking individual s wh(J lcx1k bt!}'(J11d
c1bvic>µs .sol~tio11 s to find advant:ed,
inncivative ways to nleet the de11ianding
·needs (>f this industry.
. ·11_1 help keep ne,,· ideas flo,,·ing.
we've 11wtde Sure that all l·areer paths are
flexible . Our engineers. fut instanL·e. are
assigned to p(c>jeL·ts depe11ding 011 their
interests and abilities. As 011e assigt1n1ent
is completed. ne\\"opponunities are 11iade
available in a variet) 'of areas.
Ba:ause our projects are ven· di\•erse 1
·and l'c1n1plex. \\·e utilize the n1ost advai1l·ed
equip11it;nt available . And (JUr staff is
l-pmPrised of pr11fessi(J11als \\·ith a \\" i~
tange of expertist>.
1
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Oµr t.\1111pany is expandi11g rapidl}»

ai1d \\'t' ·re t·unstai1il}' loc:>king for tale11ted .
pe11ple i1JtercSted in t'011u11unicatit111s
S)',Ste111s. dig~tal h.'lrd\\'are l>rrsoft\\ are
e11gi11Ceri11g. \Ve have positi(Jns available
i11Sai1 Oieg11, B<isl(Jll ai1d Washington. D.C.

Now when you buy any ArtCarved
college ring, you not only get one
ring loaded with style and quality, you
get two. A great college ring- and a
diamond fashion ring, FREE. It's a
beauty-10K gold with a genuine 2

1

On Campus Interviews

point diamond. Retail value-$60.
The perfect way to express yourself,
your style, or your feelings lor that
special someone. Available 8Kclu·
sively lrom your ArlC&lved Aepre·
sentative for a limited time only.

Friday, November 4
Please l:Ontat't yc1ur "College
Plal'e111ent, OffiL'e to arraiige an intervie\I.'
appointn1ent. If you are Wlable to n"teet
\\'ith <>Ur representatives. please £01"\1/ard .
~'(>U r resw11e \Vith L'ollege transcripts to:

Dennis Vincent. M/ A-COM LINKABIT.
3033 Science Park Road. San Diego.
CA 92121.
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Date
Time
lace------------Deposit required . Mas_
terCard or Visa Accepted.
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_,_M/A-COM LINICAllT, INC,
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Equal Opportu111ty '
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for space research
By WAYNE E. JACKSON
Special to the Hilltop
Plans on how an expected $1 .9 million research gIJUlt is to be used were
discussed at a conference held at Ho-- ward Univc;:rsity on Monday.
An advisory committee of The
National Aeronautics and Space
AdministFation/Howard University

'

Large Space S!IUC1UJeS Institute met to
map out strategics concerning research
oals.
~
In 'a prepared statement the ad'visory
ommincc said its puqxlses are:
1) To appoint the director of the

According to NASA officials this is
one of the largest single grants ever
given to a college or universiry. Dr. taft
Broome -said, ''We've already started
on the problems of analysis IDd control
of space structures such as space sta~
tions. ••

•

•

•
•

'We;ve already •tarted o
the proble,,., of analY:•u
and control of apace
•

LSSI, Taft Broome Jr. of Howard
•

University, and outline the lnstitutc 's goals and means of
achieving them .
2) To provide the director and the
NASA technical ffionitor, Dr.

•

'

Jerrold Housher of NASA Lang·
ley Research Center, with an
evalu!ltion of the lnstitute's progress toward achieving these
goals.
.
Also, the com~itee will consider
ssues in budgeting, selection and/or
cruitment of graduate student rearch fellows and post-doctoral fcl-

1tatioru.
Attending the meeting were members of Howard's mathematics and engineaiog faculry involved in the project. Distinguished guests at the conference ·were Dr. Frank B. McDonald,

chief scientist at NASA Headquarters;

,

Dr. Loma Polk, White House executive

director on historically black colleges
and universities; Dr. Wesley Harris of

_
Ma 1·

L th

K'

J

H I'd

9·11·

praise service

·-;9;- simpson Memorial Chapel.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology; l~__::::r:':"_.:::U::•:r_::•n~gc..!.~r.~,...:_::o::::;•:•~Y_:~':...:::;:::::..;.:::_:.;;;-"~..:..~~~~~~~_;,~......:~~~~~~~:..-~~"'-~~~~~~~~~~......J

and seven staff members of NASA's

Langley Research Center.

Defense Secr;etary comes to WHM1'f

Hosted by Irv Kupcinet, THE

cil since Robert Mcfarland has been
appointed National Security Advisor,
and Weinberger was required to attend.
When Weinberger cancelled his trip
to Chic~gO, a televis_ion facility was
needed in the Washington area and
Arnold Wallace, General Manager of
WHMM. arranged for the show to be
taped at Channel 32. In the interview,
Weinberger discussed U.S. involved in

KUP'S SHOW is an hour-long public

the Middle East and Central America,

By SANDRA UPSHUR
Speclal td the Hilltop
FolloWing a meeting of the National
Security Council on Capitol Hill Tuesday, Secretary of Defense Caspar W.
Weinberger came to WHMM-TV 32
for"a special taping of THE KUP'S

SHOW.
affairs program that is carried by most
of the 280 PBS affiliates nationwide.

Regularly taped in Chicago. THE
KUP'S SHOW host and producer came
to Washington especially for the in·
terview with Winberger.
The interview followed the first
meeting of the National Security Coun·
I

along with other defense issues.
''We try to do everything we can'' to
keep peace in te Middle East said
Weinberger. ··we tried our best to get
Syria to withdraw, and Israel has
"alrcad:Y agreed partially due to the pressures exerted by tpe U.S." he said .
Weinberger 'Said he could no1 fully

-

discuss the situation in Jordan which he
labeled as ' 'classified activity.· · He did
say, howe~er, that the U.S. has tried to
widen its friendship with both Jordan
and Syria. and that, ''It is to Israel's
advantage to have a strong Jordan ... a
. friendly Jordan ."

Weinberger said that the U.S . is
building up its defense mechanisms to
Jet Russia know that if they use their
missiles, the U.S. is capable of retaliating.
Kupcinct host of the shOw asked
Weinberger what he thought about the
~
statement ''Russia is more afraid of us
I disagree. There is no than we are of them.'' Immediately,
kind of /eelirig that they Weinberger said, ''I disagree. There is
no kind of feeling that they are under
are under threat by iu.' I threat by us. "
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
·After the taping which began abQut l
\\ihen asked about the recent down· p.m., Weinberger was quickly escorted~
ing of the Korean jetliner, Weinberger by guards to his limousine .
....._
said he did not believe war would break
The Kup"s Show will be ait<d
out between the ·u.s. ancJ .Russia as a WHMM·TV 32Sunday. Octobcr23,• at.'•
result of the attack .
2 p.m.
-
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REP. COLLINS GETS SUPPORT
FOR WWER GAS BILL

.'
I

Congresswoman Cardiss Collins (D?th District, II.) is rallying for support
for legislation she is sponsoring in Congress that woul<J lower national gas
bills . Collins described this battle for
consumers as one of the toughest in her
career.
.
In Chicago, a resolution was passed
by the City Council on September 28
which resolved that the Members
mobilize the Congress of the United
States to pass H.R. 2012, to reduce
natural gas prices. 1bc resolution, if
passed, would !<duce the bills or all
consumers by rolling back natural gas
'Prices to 1978 levels.
Pleased to have received support
from the City Council, Collins is now
issuirig a call for a letter-writing campaign. All letters will be coordinated by
Collin's office, 2264 Rayburn House

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
20515.

•••

USC STUDENT RECEIVES
FIRST

fust year music student at the Univer~
sity of Southern California . The
scholarship is the first of IO such
awards given over 10 years from a

•••

VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
PROORAMS

MARINE SENTENCED TO 30
YEARS

U.S . M·arine Lindsey Scott was
U.S : Secretary of Education T.H. sentenced to 30 years by a court manial
Bell announced the 10 winners of the panel and stripped of his corporal's
secretary's awards for,..outstanding snipes on charges of raping, kidnappvocational programs. In its third year of ing, sodomizing and attempting to
recognizing excellence in education, munler a 23-ycar-old woman.
these programs provide vocational
Scott plans to appeal the verdict, but
ttaining for such occupations as laser will receive a dishonorable discharge.
technicians, word processor operator,

graphic ans, commcn:ial food preparation IDd the culinary ans.
1be criteria for the selection of these

•••

•••

•

SCIENTISTS WIN PRIZE
NEW YORK-Three scientists have
won the Louisa GroQ Horwiu Price for
discovering a protein that is important
for the growth and survival of nerve

and Stanley Cohen, professor of
the first Hammer-Rostropvich Prize in . biocbomisti:y JI Vltlderbilt Univen_ity
cello fo< $10,000 to Andiew Pean:e, a in Nubvillc.
·

OR THO

w

At Ortho Pharmaceutical

you'll discover a career
opportunity equal
to your ambition~

TYLENOL TRIAL
CHICAGO-James Lewis, who
allegedly tried to exploit the deaths of
seven people who took_cyanide-tained

outstanding programs include hands-on
experience in Shops or at work.sites, Tylenol capsules, began trial proceed·
cooperation with business, industry and ing on Monday October 17, 1983.
labor, IDd job placement rates.

HAMMER·ROSTROPVICH
cells.
.
CELW SCHOLARSHIP
The $22,000 prize will be sbared by
LOS ANGELES-Dr. Armand Vilaor H"""'iraer. profeiloi- emeritus
Hammer, chairman and chief executive of biology 8nd Rita Levi Mllltalcini,
office of Occidental Petroleum profeslOC or zoology, i!llUUClon
CO!J>Ofltion, IDd MSlislav Romopo- 11 Wubiqton Univenity in St. Louis,
vich world-rcnoWned cellist, presented

•••

$100,000 gift announced last May.

•

News Around the Nation
is_compiled by

Hilltop staff.

·'

You have been ;imbitious enough to get that
degree- now, give yourself an opportunity to
develop your career. At Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation, A Johnson & Johnson Company, we
recognize ttiat attaining .our corporate goals and
business potential rests largely with the talent we
hire, and the professionals we develop.

So, if you are working toward a degree in Kcount·
Ing, talk to us. Not only will you enjoy an opportunity
equal to your ambttion, you will experience the complete support and vast resources of working for a
member of the Johnson & Johnson family ol companies. Please contact your Ptecernent Office to
sign up for an on-campus interview

As one ol the premierhealth cate oompanies in the
wotld, we are oommitted to improving the qilality of
lite through the development of ph.onnaceuticals,
denllatologicals, consumer products and immuno-

Tuelclay, Non111ber I

biologieal breakthroughs. At the same time, Ortho
strives to enhance the quality ol your professional
Illa by creating an environment that fosters talent,
aaaists in the achievement ol ctlrrent goals, and
corttributes to the·formulation ot . - ones.

ORIIIOPHAAllACEUTICAL

CORi'ORATION

I

ORTHO

Route202
RI lllM, N1w Jen 1y Ollll
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Get Better Grades
.

.

-

-

On Your Exams
with
•

HYPNOSIS
.

I

EXPERIENCE
THE WONDERFUL TALENT OF
'·

,' "

DR. CHARLES
W.
FAULKNER
.
-CERTIFIED MASTER HYPNOTIST AND PSYCHOLOGICAL COUNSELOR TO HELP YOU
When you take the exam,
remember everything that you .studied * Stop daydreaming * Raise your self-confidence and learn to rel
.
co1npletely* Get ri<:I of stress and fear of exams * Improve your concentration and meinory * Get better grades on your next exam
.

- -···-·-·

~

,

Held at the Howard Inn
Saturday,
November
5th
10:30
AM-12:30
PM
and
Monday,
November
7th
.6:PM-8:PM
•

•

4 Full Hours of Hypnosis Instruction and a FREE Hypno~is Relaxation ·cassette Tape for Home Use . All of This for Only $45.00
·
But you must register in advance, before Tuesday, November 1st
Register by mailing your money order or certified check to: Dr. Charles W. Faulkner, Institut~ for Success Motivation and
•

Hypnotherapy, 2828 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. Washington, D.C. 20008.
'

.

.~----------------------~------------------------~--.

•

''He is tlie best hypnotist in America . .. I really believe
it. from what I experienced, I truly believe that if some. one _wanted to lose weight, quit smoking or gain confi. dence, he or she could do it easily with the wonderful
· hypnosis program .of·Dr. Charles Faulkner.''
·.·
A11yone who saw his facinating hypnosis demonstration
at Howard .last week,: would have to agree.
This remark, which-appeared in a recent edition of the
Res.ton Virginia Tiines, Virginia's outstanding newspaper, was made by reporter Barbara Gyles who participated in a successful H}'pnosis Program of Dr. Faulkner, a
natio11ally known Psychological Counselor and Certified
Master HypnQtist. · ·_. ~

•

.

..
•

Yes, Dr. Faulkner:
,
I want to get better grades on my exams. Please enroll me now in the Special
Hypnosis Seminar that will help me to Improve my Memory and Concentra.
'
t1on.
·
0 Payment is attached. Please reserve afree Confidence Building hypnosis
cassestte tape for me .

1

For more infom1a1ion call (202) 745-3771
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: Name

1

I
1
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1
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1
I

·

I

Address

I

I

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ __ _ Zip._ _ __
•

I
I

I
I

'

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ __
Please Note: Your payment must be received befor Thuesday, November
I st.

I
I
I

II

----------------------------------~-----------------'
REGISTER NOW!
ONLY LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
IN OUR SMALL CLASSES

•
•
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Homecoming '83

International Day

Sat. Oct. 22nd .11 a.m. - 9 p.m. Howard University Blackburn Cente.:.
1
.
·
· Free Admission
·

•

'

•

''World Peace Through Under~tanding''
I

1

I

A . Festival of Politics, Arts
and Culture
.

, Political torum Discussing War
Conflict in the World -

Entertainment

Food
.

'

.

(IV) Australian (The plight of the ''Brown Man'' Jimmy Blacksmith)
·Mundra Carlbe (Carlbbean Dance) Iranian Folk "Music and much
more.

(I) The Americas Reggae Band (North, South, Central)
Image Caribbean Band
The Caribbean Nanfoule African Dance
•
'
(II) African and the Middle East Featuring sti lts and fire eating

(V) Asia (Korean· flight 007)

'

Food

(Ill ) Europe Departation of African Immigrants
Nubian
League. African Dance Theater .
.
Chii:iese folk Dance
'·

'

··

.

.

'

It 11 I • I I I 11 f I I I f I
. I
• •

·

Homecoming '83 636-5932 Jobari A. Malik International Day Coordinator Deborah Harvey - Vending Ada M. Babino Entertainment Desirnai .Hicks - Political Forums Coline Mills International Liaison.

'

•

· Like Never Before

•

for more info call

-

Taj Mahal (East Indian food)
Howard China Inn and more!

•

•••••••••••••••••
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,

•

'
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The international monitoring body ·Oct. 30 elections and before the transipainted a similar picture of Chile, in- tion to. civilian rule on Jan . 30.
Although there is little possibility
cluding 650 cases of "disappeared"
The Reagan administration is plann- persons and 311 people who were that there will be certification in the
ing to resume arms shipments to Argen- allegedly lorpuod oy !he govemmenl case_of Chile, !here has been a marlced
tina sometime between the elections between 1979 and ) 981.
closeness between the Reagan adthere later this month and the i:etum to
In recent years, United States rela- ministration and the Pinochet regime .
civilian rule early next year but opposi- tions with both countries have focused
Reagan has lifted 58:f1Ctions on Chile
tion from human rights groups and from on the reported civil rights abuses com- that were imposed by the Carter adCongress will not make the move easy. mitted after the armies in both states ministration in response to the refusal to
The major diplom. tic act is part of seized power - since 1973 in Chile and extradite those indicted by a United
what some regard as a general since 1976 in Argentina.
States grand jury for the Letelier murdnormalization of relations between the
In the case of Chile, strong evidence er.
•
United States and the Southern Cone-- that links the government there with the
Chile still,refuses extradition.
particularly ~rgentina and Chile All this has occurred even though the
1976 assassination in Washington of
which the president h~ been pursuing Chilean dissident, Orlando Lctelicr, United States government is still unsure
since coming to office.
.,
about• the human rights situations in
had hampered relations.
But bccauSc of the countries' poor
In De.ccmbcr 1981 Congress voted both countries.
human rights records the new United that in order for Chile to be eligible for
The congressional Country Reports
States policy has angered organizations military sales and aid, the president had on Human Ri~ts Practices for 1982
such as the Washington Office o-n Latin to certify that Chile had made ''signifi- said the conditions in Chile had improvAmerica (WP.LA) apd congrCssmen cant progress' in human rights and was ed since !he early posl-coup period. It
who support the maintenance ·of sanc- cooperating in _the murder investiga: also said that in 1982 ''arrests and intions until the Argentine and Chilean ti.on .
stances of internal exile increased'' and
~ictatorships jmprove their social poliCertification of Chile has not been there were ''continued credible reports
cies . ·
\._
.
justifiable so far.
of torture and abuse by the police and
The House subco·mmittecs ~on the
Under president Ca.rtcr , United security forces .··
Western Hemi sphere and Human States assistance and military aid to
~he same document said that in
Rights- International Organizations has Argentina had been halted and the Argentina criticism of government
held two oversight hearings on the issue United States had opposed Argentine policies and programs had become a
over the past three weeks. '
loan requests in international financial ''matter of course'' because of the reHowever. according to one House institutions to emphasize concern over cent changes.
Foreign Affairs Committee staffer: the the poor human rights siru,tion.
by Wayne~· Jaclaon·Th e Hilltop
The report added that incidents of
administration was angry that the Subviolence occurred in 1982 ·'which
South Africa n photographer George Hall ett
comminecs decided to hold the hearmany believed were provoked by cle. ings before the Argentine elections.
ments linked to the state security orgaIn t·he first round of testimony,
nizations," even though they might
Last year, Hallett returned home
much of Europe, incJuo111g Paris,
By KELLY MITCHELL CLARK
WOLA~ Amnesty International, Amerhave been operating without the sanc- International Editor
France; Oslo, Norway; West Berlin, said "very little bad changed.
·
icas Watch @.D~ the lf1ternat ional
However , recent internal de· tion of the military junta.
were some artificial changes in
G<rmany; and London , England.
League for Human Rights all warned • velopments in both countricS as well as
What will complicate matters more
George Hallett, the South African
In the U.S .• his photographs have apartheid su~. but aputbei
against a softening of United States the change in administrations in Wash· for the Reagan administration is the photographer whose works h;ive been been on display at several universities is thorough! y entrenched. '·
policy because of continued reports of ington have caused a marked turnabout possible resumption of military aid to on display in the. Fine Arts gallery , be- and in November, he will participate in
However, Hallett.did notice a ''adis
human rights abuses .
in United States foreign policy towards Argentina. If the ban on sales to Chile is
lieves his work must, do ntore than just a group exhibition at the Schomberg tinct difference in the attitude o
In the most lengthy testimony (35 them .
' kept in place at the same time . 'The appeal to the public ··eye\' '
Blacks. there was more African aware
Center in New York .
pages) Amnesty said it was concerned
The Argentine military, in late 1982, Chileans could have just cause for conHe believes his work, along with that
Currently, Hallett is photographing ness and consciousness. The indtgni
alx>ut a nu_mber of violations in Ar~n- · eased restraints and committed itself to cem.
·
· of his African colleagues, must ex.ert a Africa's artists in an effort to promote a of accepting that slave position can't
tian , including;
elections which will be held later this
The two countries have a·border dis- positive force in the struggle for freemore positive image African Culture. on for much longer."
Hallett is designated as a •'colored'
(a) 6.000-7 ,000 peQO.DS who ,baV'f .• month aod a retwu to civilian rule not
pute in the area of the Bc.it&el C~P~! ._....,,m w31ed by the Black masses of his
''disappeared ''. since the mlliary came later than .March 1984.
which almost brought them to war 1n homeland.
in South Africa and is tre•ted a little
to power in a coup in 197~.
Chile. adopted a new constitutiop in I978 . I
Hallett said, ··we all feel it's a powcrhanhly by !he apanhei<f go•venunet'4
(b) Scores of cases in which political March .1981, approved by a two-thirds
To resume military sales to Argenti- ful tool to be used to de-mystify the
lhan are !he Blacks.
prisoners we~ tortured by such means majority in a national vote .
na a.pd Chile, however, no act of Con- political process, to project images of
But be refuses to acknowledge
as cigarette bums, beatings and sexual
The constitution provides for a fur. gress is required . All the administration our people in a positive way , to point
classification of his people acaxding
'We all feel it's
abuse .
. ther eight years of military government has to do is present a document to Con- out the injustices, and to record a his!he criteria of the country's white Jul
(c) Severe har'ass r:ient , including (1981- 1989) under President Augusto gress , signed by the president. saying it tory of our ~tnlggle . '' ·
er.;.
d~ath t~reats. bombings. tempor~ Pinochet and civilian elections in 199/.
''We feel that it is a ttick to di ·
is satisfied that the human rights situa''Y.ou w~ ll not find a single Black (photography) a powerful
1
k1dnapp1ngs, and other forms of inThe Reagan administration has now lions have improved and it is in the artist in SOU.th Africa who is not conus-divide us and Nie us.
timidation dii:ected against citiz~ns bf said that it proposes to certify Argentina forcign policy interests of the United cemed with bringing about a change .··
Hallett said that so far be baa enjo
tool
to
he
used
••• to
all walks of life.
~
for a resumption of military aid'aftcrthe States to restart shipment~ .
This is the second U.S. tour for Halhis stay in the U.S. among !he B
Americans.
lett who left Soulh Africa in 1970, first
record
a
history
of
our
to live in London, and then to move to
''I was impressed with adv·an=
'
- I
.,'
Black people have
but !here
France where he now lives.
struggle.'
still a lot of contradictions within
He first became interested in photogcommunity," be said, pointing to
raphy as a teenager, but he said he ''alhe called ••an obsession with color'
ways liked images,'' adding how much
'
. ' ..
and "!he goal of Blacks to be midc
he enjoyed the movies .
class.••
At age 17, Hallett was hired by a
•
He said !hat Blacks in $oulh Africa
providing small grants to selec.t orgaThe·panel consisted of George Coop- studio to take photographs '' as a side
By GHANA · 0. WILSON
arc not concerned with material wealth.
nizations for ne~ and ,o.ngOing projects er, Tuskegee Institute; Patricia Harris, job," while he maintained a series of
Hilltop Stalfwrlter
''What we want are fundamental
aimed at increasiiig incomes,'·.arid pro- John A. Andrew Community Hospital; steady jobs which included him being a
changes in the whole social strucutte. I
moting s':11all enterprise initiatives of Ardine Kirchofer, Lincoln University; computer operator, a librarian, and a
Almost IO years have passed since
. think what we want is the redistribution
•
Julia Miller, Virginia State University; factory worker.
CongrCss first introduced the subject of women . .
of weallh for cht!>encfit of the people. I
Overall, the participants in the ccin- and Jecine Rankins, Tuskegee JnHis early photographs were centered
women in development into the U.S.
around the daily events of his people. So t'ar, he has photographed about SO don't think we want to make money the
, ference seemed very plCased with the stitute;,
Agcn ,c y fdr International DeThe other Session concerned deliver- ''Photography was there for the needs writers , filmmakers , musicians and object of our lives.''
velopment's program. The Association conference. However, some women
painters.
Not only is Hallett coocantd wi
felt that the ocnference had too many ing assistance and developing allies and of the community,'· Hallett said.
for Women in Development held its
In addition, he has done book covers achieving unity between all Blach ·
Caucasians involved to really deal with the private voluntary organization
Hallett-eventually left South Africa
flfSt annual conference at the Capitol
· ·
the pro blems facing third world approach to womqi in development to expand his knowledge of the com- for The HEINEMANN African wriler.; Soulh Africa, but alJo with
Hilton this week to celebrate '· A Decwomen . •One participant, who request- programs. The purpose of this session munications field . ''I wanted to learn series in London and Posle!li and caJ: unity among Blacks all over the world.
ade of ExpCrience."
for the South West Africa's
''I'd like to see more unity with
ed to remain anonymous , said ''this was to offer a solution to the problems more about mass communications, to
•
• The conference opened last Thurs- conference is indicative of what always facing women in developi'1g countries experience the joy of working for a Peoples .Organization (SWAPO),
Blackpeoplealloverthe~. Wbyis
day with a reception and a banquet. The happens at these things . lbere is always and to assess and evaluate what hap- good newspaper and I couldn't do that the liberation group in Namibia.
1t. always our ~?'urutieS and ro1m.
keynote speaker at the banquet Was a bunch of white folks sitting around pens to the intended beneficiaries of the in South Africa in 1970."
' ' I care about the images projected of ~es !118t are J>CM?f? be aslred. ~ ~
Margaret Snyder who is the chairperson discussing the problems of minority development programs. The panel inOver the years, Hallctt 's photo- Africa on ·books and magazines,•• he lDlBgme the Umted States of Africa?
for the 1985 world conference of the and !bird world people ...
cluded Vivian Lowery-Denyck of the graphshavebecnondisplaythroughout said.
United Nations Decade for Women .
But Katharine ·scon, another panici- National Council for Negro Women ; ·-----------------------------------------~
Films and exhibits were shown on the pant, disagreed saying, ''there were Beverly Bruce of Howard University;
role of women! jn different societies. quite a few Blacks and members of Perdita Huston, author of Third World
The confemce oontinued until S~turday third world countries present. In fact to Women Speak' Out; Olive Sampson,
when a closing banquet was held in the my knowledge there were Blacks and National Counc~l For Negro Women;
Congressional Ballroom of the Capitol members of third world counttics on the and Elise Smith, Overseas Education
Hilton.
'
planning board for this conference.''
Fund.
The AWID was founded in May
Scott addcq that most of the sessions
Scott said she felt that these sessions,
that Zimbabwe is a '' non-alien coun- pressed !heir displcaswe by drafting a
1982 in Racine, Wisconsin. The con- were' geared toward the problems of along with some others, accurately
By COURTENAY WILLIAMS
cept of women in development stem~
third world women . She also said that represented Blacks and members of
try ·', that the Korean Airline crisis, is letter to Secretary of
Sbultz.
Hilltop Staffwtjter
from the fact that women arc a vital
she saw no need to separate women into third world countries. ''Herc you have
an ''cast-west debate'', and that ZimThe letter, dared Oct. 6, S1 ' I tbll:
human resource in improving th;_e quali· races . ''We are all women and our representatives from two of the most
Yesterday, the U.S. Con~ss was to babwe ''represents the conscience of ''the CBC exptt 1ses C'OCl'Cem ova ~
ty of · life in the developing world . accomplishments and contributions noted black institutions participating in make a decision on whether the govern- African countries••.
·
poits that the U.S. l!dmjnisf.tMim ii
Women contribute directly to national
colleCtively have not been recognized, !his conference. They didn't feel ·as ment of Zimbabw£: will recieve a reducThe ' 'stat· stated that the U.S. is miuclna ecooomic uV"ance to Zimsocial, and economic progress as th<
so let's ftrSt get them (men) to recog· though there should be a distinction betion in economiy assistance, based on considering witholdiog commodity babwe'', BP.d that ''if we Mn aid ii:
producers of goods and services, farm· nize our conttibutions as women and tween the races in this conference. Why
en and food processors; childbcarcrs then we' 11 try to get them to recognize should anyone want a distinction in this 'Zimbabwe's United Nations vote on the
credit that Zimbabwe uses to obtain will dtst101 U.S. ciwdibllily in Sao•
Korean Air Crash.
and as mothers and educators. The full the contributions of women individual- conference?''
American products, and that President em Africa''. The CBC allo 11 '111 that
'
extent of women's participation in for- ly...
During !he three days of !he con·
Mugabe has pointed out !hat "!hey 7.imbehwe is a ••c:rucial rnunny tbll
Congressman William Gray (D·Pa.),
mal . and infonnal sectors of the ecoAmong the other sessions taking fercelee there were representatives from
Chairman of !he Foreign Affairs Com· (Zimbabwe) are importanl to !he U.S. n:edl our rWl auppxt''.
nomy has until recently remained un· place at !he Capitol Hilton were !he organizations which included !he Peace
Ms. Qmualaa r ppatatbeviewaofbecause they are a new countty; dW
seen in national and international statis- ones on international development ac- Corps, !he U.S. DepartmencofEnergy, mittee which is instrumental in per!hey are imponant for !he developmcnl the·''staffer'' by llyina dilW7i11t."lt" ll'e
~vities at selected 1890 land grant uni- the Hispanic Bar Association, the 1 suading Congress not to reduce assisttics ~d to development planners.
~'views itldf U _I Naim''' iif*LI i 'tance to Zimbabwe, was not available of Southern Africa and Namibia".
versities
and
Tuskegee
Institute.
This
Association
of
ln1ema1ional
DevelopThe Association seeks to make
'tiwon the Uni1:ll Nl'IM ••Qi zn'"il, and
for comment, but a ·'Congressional
session
wu
organiz,ed
by
Eloise
Carter
ment,
!he
World
·Healtll
Organization,
Tonya
Gross,
Press
Secretary
and
women eqUai partners in their society.
Staffer'', who asked !hat his name not Foreign AffaiIS Assistant to Congrestl· that ita VOii cm lbe La n aiaia w
It also incends to uplifl and imj)rove !he of Tuskegee lnstituie. The purpose of Pan American Heallh Organizacion,
tw'Ed cm pd's1 s :k s''. Ms
social, economic, and political status of this panel was to survey some of the and _the National Council for la- be used, was able to provide inside in- man Gray, stoled that !he U.S. is coo·
pw 111cill•N . . . dll ''CBC will
women in .third world countties. Sorrie successes and failures of women in de- lernational Heallh. They distributed formation as to !he progress on Capital sidering a reduction of 1S million do!·
•onalY CfPGIL 1111 Izak' riue z •
of the major 1Ctivities that lhe AWID velopment activities and to look al ways literature and talked with the con- Hill.
Ian for Zimbabwe for fiscal ,ear '84in which to tap campus and external ference panicipontJ about the role of
UIWiaCoq z11io19juge
''.
takes on to complete that· task are:
'85,
and
that
Conpe&SIDIDOny.
J~ia.
~
When
the
''staffer''
is
asked
why
resources to increase involvement and women in lheir various oralllizatiom.
(ID 7ft'o rt•a)
·suPPQl'lin1 selectcc1 activities of women support of women in develo~nt acZimbabwe would not support !he U.S. Dixon, and ocher -:nt:rsofdMS CBC
~ univcnitiea in third world countries,
tivities .
in the Korean Airline crisis, he explains (Coopasional Black Ca11cus) have u-

By MARK D. Al.l.EYNE
-H illtop Staffwriter
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Dr. King .
Was No

•

'

When, Jesse, When?
It's been wc;ll over cwo weeks since
Despite ~ fix R~v. Jackson finds
Jesse.Jackson ldok. an official leave of / himself in, he .would do well to end the
absence to devote his undivided atten- public speculation immediately, rather

/ tion JO..malcihg !hat decision he's been
toying wittf for bver hAlf a year:

Sho

•

.

i lhan wearing out his welcome

in the

I ;:;-

.

-<

And he still hasn't~ up his mind.

Maybe it's because he realizes, just

political limelight. How much l~gef

Any further delay would only
jeopudize the gains he's made since
flf'St testing the idea last spring.

like many of his restless and baffled
And the gains. have been many . His
constitucnts, .that he' in an awkward ' extraordinarily high profile and extenand no-win.situation . He has talked for sive voter drives have sparked
so long about the merits , indeed, the
thousands of blacks to join registration
imperativenes, of a black candidacy rolls. The1lhieat of his potential canhinting at his own ability to fit the bill didacy has left white Democratic hope- that, to decline this lace in the game fuls restless and uncenain al!out the
heretofore predictability of the black
would sour his credibility and dampen
vote, heightening their appreciation of
the seriousness with which the public
their most loyal constituents.
would respond to a legitimate black
candidate in the future .
But,. most important, Rev. Jackson,
He may feel forced to run simply to by his almost childlike, never-say-die
save face and avoid the ''crying wolf'' . audacit)' h45 gotten even middle Amerstigma . Yet, because it is so late in .the ica to actually accept the idea of a black
game, Rev . Jackson, were he to run,
running for president, not as some farwould have a h'a rd time catching up . fetched and insane pipcdream, but as a
with long-decl~candidates 1 such as legitimate proposal, one to be debated
Mssrs . Mondale and~nn, who .have
and argued for or against, not merely to
bcnefitted from participation in official
be laughed off.
candidate activities . The longer Rev .
Jackson waits, the more c8ndidate
His political testing of white Amerforums, debates and straw polls he misica's readiness for a bl~k candidate has
ses out on and the less potent his sohelped dismantle psychological barricalled bargaining power becomes .
ers that have accumulated over decades, so that if 1984 is not the year for
Then there's the money problem. No
a viable black candidate, maybe 1988

l

•

'

.

presidential hopeful can get very far
without a well-oiled and -funded organization . Only Rev . Jackson knows.for
sure the size of his kitty, but with his

candidacy still riddled with question
marks, it's hard to believe that it's large

enough to get him the Democratic Convention where he hopes to broker for

black concerns .

.

1'hus. it is ironic that significant
nunibers of Ui\iversity students have
not actively participated in nationaJ
pany politic~ . Until recently, that is .
After a 15-20 year hiatus, partyaffiliated student groups hav"e returned
to campus . Most prominent among
~veral groups vying for dominance at
.' the University are the Young Democrats . headed by Ad~m Clayton

· Powell Ill . and lhe College Republi-

And that is why it is impera1ive that
he end the speculation . now, having
made his point, having accomplished
his mission - ROI just for himself in
1984, but for the black man who may
move into the White House in '88, '92
or. beyond .

either Democrats or Republicans. 1,'bey
·subscribe to the political philosophy espouscd by some counterculturist groups
(like the Citizen's Party) that there is no
discernible difference between the parties and thal both
. ~,.,_·e.s .a.re ant.i.-~b,lack , ,

w

'7:

anti-working class. Students who nold
that narrowmiodcd View arc obvioU,il)'
antipathecic towards members Of both
the Y°':'ng Democrats. and the College
Republ1cans .
~ut any P,ragmatic student must real-

ize that, outside of campus boundaries,
the prospect of hi.s or her political activism having an impact is heightened by·
working within one party or the other.
Indeed, students intending to pursue a
career in some area of politics

would certainly be helped by acquainting themselves with the party of their
choice, through the party's1affiliate on
campus .
:,

cans. ·headed by Sylvester Bush .
•

·· The fact that these two party-oriented
groups have attained official rccogniFor their parts, the Young Democrats
tioti op. campus - and have generated
<::onsiderable interest - indicates that - and the College Republicans could
make a great contribution to the campus
_.University students are beginning to put
by hosting forums - either together or
aside their political callowness in favor
separately- in which the issues of the
of more sophisticated forms of activday arc discussed from the perspectives
ism .

•

of lhe respective parties. They would

.

fn bygone _years, po!itical activism
among University students was limited
in scope·. That activist spirit was usually
short-lived, buring itself out on some
volatile - like Balle in the 1970s not to be rekindled again to another
volatile issue came down the pike . Tbe
emergence of the Young Democrats
and the College Republicans ensures
~ that there will be sustained poJitical
activity among some students at least,
even if there is no inflammatory issue or
issues to ignite them .
Of course there arc so~ students
who are skeptical of the American pany
· system and will have nothing to do with

also do students a service by inviting
leaders of their respective parties to
come to this UnivCr\ity to field questions from students .
Additionally. with the 1984 election
season drawing ever closer, the role of

lhe Young Democrats and College Republicans should become more pronounced . It is important thal students be
apprised of the various positions held
by the slew of candidates now vying for
the ~sidency . The two party-affiliated
·groups can distribute candidate plat-

fonns on campus, helping students decide which candidate comes closest to
represenling their views .
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On Politics
munists, 10 be the product of primitve and
superstitious/unscientific thinking. It is also
perceived by them to be a tool used by ruling
class to control the masses. In short, ''religion is the opium of the people. ••
Next, there is the doctrine-of Dialectic
MaJtrialism. This doctrine removes the
spiritual basis of life and repl.ccs it with one
thaC is material . The evolution of society is
understood in terms of the production, exchange and distribution of nwerial aoods.
1be grut problems faclng humuity, and
their solutions, are sq1ieezed into the JWIOW
context of an economic .twysis of the material conditions of life.
and libc:nlism . 1be fU1111C1 is viewed as the
cause of the problem, and the l•tter is seen
u counter-progressive or at best an inadequate response to their (communists')
revolutionary demands. Finally, revolution
is sought by any effective means - violence, sedition; insWTCCtion, deception, espionage, conspiracy, etc .
~t us examine Dr. King's unequivocal,
incontrovenible and uncontroversial statement against communism, found in his
work Stnngih 10 Love (chp 12). He felt that
all Christian ministers should addfess the
.
· ,1oruu~
·•-- reasons: t) ·its
issue
o f communism
rapidproliferationthroughouttheworldina
short period of time; 2) ''communism is
Christianity' s most formidable rival;'' 3)
objectivit' and morality demands close
scrutiny of a doctrine before it is rejected.
. More spccifict.lly' Dr . King rejected

Economics Department Failings
By Joseph Perkins
The cacophonous cry of any black newsm•ter worth his or her weight in press cli~
pins• is ''economic development." Frotl)
ultnliberals like Congressman Ron.ald De\'
Uums-([)..Cal.), a self-styled socialist, lo
ulb'ICOnscrvatives like economist Thomas
SoweU, the Milton Friedman disciple.
I
Wiili Ill of lhe hullabaloo about black
economic development, one would think
tUt the nuion's most prominent black university, Howard, would have a very fine
economics ~· That is not the case

On Academics
however. Not only is the University's economics department woefully inadequate
when measured against economics programs at comparable universities. it is one
of the most inept academic departments on

campus.

•

That assessment seems somewhat harsh
at fflCC value, but anyone who surveys the
University's economics students will find
ttw that assessmcn1 reflects their RfCVailing
sentiment. For those cynics who take student sentiment with a grain of salt, consider
this damning comment by economics de·
putment chairman Cleveland Chandler: '' I
wish I could say every student's taught the
muimum (but) there are some situations in
which you don't get the No. 1 teaching job
done. 1be experience is you get some ...
not so good (instructors).''
Recently, the Washington Post ran an
article concerning the economics programs
al area universities. According 1o the Post,
the University of Maryland"s economics
program is one of the nation's top ten, based
on the strength of their faculty . quality and
quantity of published articles in journals,
KCOmplishments of their graduates, size of
their program, quality of their library, and

except the subject of the coursequality of research support for their t·aculty.
By the same standards, the economics econonucs .
Ironically enough, one of the deprograms at American, Geprgetown and
George Washington universities were judg- putment's more competent instructors is an
ed to be among the · nation's top JOO . unabashed Marxist who has effectively
Embarrassingly enough, this university's conupted the course he teaches to encompass his very controversial ideology. This
ersatz economics department failed to place
in the rankings.
·
semester he teaches Political Economy,
Of course, some i1Tational Howardwhich the '" Howard University Bulletin ''
philes scream racism. At least Dr. Chandler ·described as as an ''examination of links
doesn't use that feeble excuse . He chooses between economic and political proto attribute his department's lowly national cesses. •• Disdaining the University's de•
standing to a lack of money. He ~omplains scription of Political Economy, this particthat Maryland can afford heavyweight eco- ular instructor decided ''the heart of the
nomics professors like Charles Schultze; subject matter of this course is Marxism .· •
who beade<1 the Carter Administration's
To be sW"C, there are other mediocre-toCouncil of Economic Advisers, whereas poor instructorS in the economics depanthis University cannot afford the proment. (An incoherent Money and Banking
fessional services of renowned black eco- instructor and a near-senile octogenarian
nonUcs like Sir W . Arthur Lewis, the Nobel
teacher are two others drawing numerous
Prize winner, or Andrew Brimmer, the
student complaints) . Dr. Chandler, in tum,
former Federal Reserve boardmember.
complains that he is unable to do the houseSo the University's economics students cleaning necessary to bring his department
are stuck with a pathetic group of inup lo respectable standards .
structors. So pathetic, that Dr. Chandler
''Usually, we have to consider something
was compelled to forbid sevenll of his more
called 'academic freedom,' ·· he says . ··A
incompetent faculty members from teachprofessor is supposed to know best how to
ing students this fall . They were lei goat the
impart (the course's subject matter) .'' Dr.
end of last semester. It's a pity he didn't let a Chandler does acknowledge that academic
few more go ...
freedoi.n ''can be abused.'' His problem. be
. . . Like one Economics II instructor says. is dealing with the questions of abuse
who consistently bewilders his classes with
that fall into ''the gray area.'"
unintelligible gobbledygook. Last semes·
So it appears that economics students wijl
ter, this particular insuuctor's entire class
have lo wait for Dr. Chandler to make some
marched up to the economics department . sense of that nebulous ••gray area'' before
chainnan' s office and demanded that the
they can hope to receive competent instrucinsbUctor deliver relevant lectures. The in- tion in their classes. '· 1·would ask students
structor shrugged off his class' proto try and to endure," Dr . Chandler says.
testations . This semester, an entirely differWhat the good chainnan is iclling us is
that economics students will continue to
ent class has signed a survey indicating that
suffer through functionally useless courses
they are just as bewildered as last semester's
class.
taught by functionally inept instructors.
Then there is an Economics I insttuctor- 'That sad state of things in the economics
actually considered one of the1brighter department is a great discredit to the Univerlights in that dim departmcnl by some of her
sity.
teaching peers-who directs her class to
Mr . P~rkins is a winner of a Sigma Chi
petfonn skits. The skits touch on sexism,
crime, apartheid and almost everything else
award for editorial commentary.

•

The Moral Hazards of Welfare

,
Have you ever wondered why governmenl programs grow rather than shrink?
Part of the answer lies in an economic pbenomcnon known as ''moral hazard .' ' Moral
tw..rd is a risk in all insurance programs .
When a person is insured against a hazard
there is a lower cost of falling victim to the
lnsured hazard. For cumple . if a car is,

A M"
.
mor1ty

v·1ew

baby; or people will leave a job to attend
schoolortak.eavacation;otherswillchoosc
seasonal, rather than year-round, employmcnt . Unemployment invites people to be
picky about jobs as is manifested by the fact
that the average duration o( unemploymen1
since 1948 has increased by six weeks .
Relief programs. such as aid to families
with dependent children (AFDC), have a
built-in moral hazard. Why? Wheri we pay
people to be poor and dependent we
shouldn't be surprised to see nwr~ poor and
dependent people . AFDC lowers the cost to
be poor and dependent; at least you don't
s•·-·c w,·th such 8 stAtus. The moral hazard
.......
associated' with AFDC is readily seen with

surance programs lower the· risk.
While none of this necessarily argues
these programs should be eliminated .
Nonetheless we should take Iall of it into
account in the program fonnulation. and , as
with private insurance programs. build in an
appropriate mechanism to deal with it.
The cause o f the growth o f mo ral h---~
4Li:Uu

and corresponding increase in the size of
programs is the development of lhe rights
and entitlement mentality . People think
- By Walter Williams
they have a right 10 food stamps, Medicaid,
disability benefits. The rights mentality .is
insured against theft people tend to be less
reinforced by the taxpayer seeing others
careful about locking their can. Insurance
benefit while they musl pay the w.es !i' s
communism on 1he basis of the following
·
·th
I h
d by
·
., conside. ra.tions. First . ' ' commu.nism an_d com~~n1es hco~ w1 d mora azar .
· like seeing someone buying filet mignon
-·Ctin
~requ1r1ng
.
t
~
Yl~\l.;l"e
to
pay
a
cert&_ln
......
fhebw&eBiai"ltn)pOffe'male.fle~.fm""""'
·
·
~
.;.'fV.i1h:Ioctd.-swmps.:W
hile you ,work all week
~ty are fundamcnlall~ 1 ~~- ~t of the loss, setting eligibility stan- lies and the millions of babies born out of and can only afford chuck steak . "Dtis could
able •. .1n. that the for~~r IS athelSllC , euus\;and fanning risk classes .
give you an incentive to apply for food
matcn_al1stic .and scculans~1c, wbe~ the ~ Social insurance programs also run the wedlock each year. While one may argue
latter lffums ''lhat there 1s a God 1n the
that teenage girls don't consciously consid- stamps .
universe who is the ground and essence of risk of moral hazard . Welfare . food stamp, er AFDC benefits when they have sex and
The bureaucrat managing these proall reality'' (concepeualiz.ed in terms of a crop disaster and unemplo)'mentcompensa
get pregnant, no one can deny that the pres- grams. unlike the private insurance comtion
programs
are
a
few
examples
of
social
ence
of .....
-1,·ef 11wu.
--•es t1'le lor them more
h"'5 1·11 tl e1ncent1vctoenorcee1g1
·
·
f
1· ·b·I
''theisticidealism''). Secondly,''commun.
Thef
ralh---MI
ad
pany.
1msurancc
.
act
Q1 mo
44<Uu
e
s
to
comlonable
than,
.
,
would
be w1·'-~· ·1 rct1.ef.
ism is based on ethical relativism and ac- these programs creating their owo demand
f
uruu
ity standards. ferret ou1 fraudulen~ claims
cepu oo stable moral absolutes .· · For com· for bigger and bigger programs and wider Relic lowers the cost of illegitimacy, thereand guard against moral hazard. In fact if he
munist the ends justify the means; whereas
by encouraging it .
does so he lowers the demand for his job. ··
·
· ''a system o f absol ute mor- participation
.
and what bureauc rat wants that?
Cluisuans
postl
1be unemployment
compensation is a
Our crop disaster relief~ programs also
al values · · · the law of lo\le as an im- form of social insurance . One major defect contain the risk of moral hazard . You actuDon't get me wrong about all this; the
perative is the norm for all of man's IC·
of our ugemploymenl compensation pro- ally find farmers planting crops or at least
moral hazard is perfectly human . All I' m
tions." Finally, under communism, Dr. gram is that it often results in more unem
through the motions in flood·prone areas.
saying is we must take this factor into
King informs us. ••man has no inalienable
ploymcnt . The fact tha1 unemployment Other disaster relief programs contribute to
account .
rights; his only rights are derived from, and
checks as high as $200 per week are avail
people building businesses and homes in
conferred by the state.••
able leads to: some husbands quitting their areas with high flood , hurricane, and torDr. Williams is a black economics pro•
The problems that communism posed, as jobs in order to help the wife with the new nado probabilities . The government in- J~ssor at Gtorgt Mason University .
Dr. King saw them, were : the severe restraint placed on individual freedom; its failW'C to conceptualize human beings as ends
in themselves; and the incapacity of this
docuine to de'picl human natW'C in its full
. ·essence - moral agency. more ~plritual
than material in constitution, possessing dignity, worth , conscience and reason,
•
among Olher traits . By way of surruning up
First, Point 2 of the National Organiza- the premier fighters for black. liberation durknew if he was going to attempt to do brothhis views on communists and their philosotioo of Black University and College Sru- ing our time, asked various groups to help
er Bobby Scale some hann . And if some,
phy, Dr. King leaves us with the undents reads: ''We believe in the security of sec that the forum featuring Bobby Seale ,
thing, anything. had happened to Brother
ambiguous reminder: ··we should as Chrisour own. lbe Capitalist nature of the Amer·
which took place September 27, ran
Bobby discussion would have centered
tians pray for the communist constantly, but
ican system of government often causes efficiently and smoothly. We realized that
around how the brothers moved loo slow.
never can we. as true Christians. toierate the
those who don't have to prey upon those there are many pathological subversives
The N.0. 8 .U.C .S . organization has
philosophy of communism .' '
who are thought to have . This phenomenon occupying American city streets who would
made- some very significant. strides this
have enjoyed banning the brother. ThereSo, what is it that Jesse Helms and bis can rmnifest itself in the fonn of robberies,
semester. We have a much needy tutorial
cohorts are up to in their efforts to bk>ck the npes, and other crimes which cause undue fore, we asked the University's Escort and
program in the D.C . Public School system,
U.S . congressional approval of Martin 5U'CSS to victims of these crimes . This in- Monitor Service to help us in achieving our
we are politically educating the members of
variably leads to conununity tension . Due to desired goal . This was not the
Luther K.ing. lr.'s birthday as a legal holithe University community through the use
''N.O.B.U.C.S. Goon Squad'" as members
day in tbe USA? The latest of these efforts these occuncnces the real problems affectof lectures, seminan and the like, and many
invol\le an attempt by Helms' la.wyer to get ing black people never get addressed pro- of the Spartacus Youth League has called it.
other programs which will hopefully aid ln
perly. Therefore, we see the necessity to These arc the brothers and sisters who will
released FBI tapes and files - the authe quest for true liberation desired by the
thenticity, accuracy and lnlstworthioess of formulate ·a security force which will help be acti\lely monitoring the campus. in an
masses of our people . Our membership this
seqare the member.; of our community. ''
effort to curtail robberies, rapes, and unwhich have already been questioned1
semester alone has increased ten-fold. Maynecessary crimes. A few brothers and sisters
be, just maybe, the members of S.Y .L.
Helms' strategy and tactics are as old as
Second, this Jetter is in direct response to said that the Escort and Monitor Service
have been attacking N.O.B .U.C .S. in an
the phenomenon of racism in this country. If the lettc:r entitled, ''What was Bobby Scale Team moved on the brother too fast. But,
effort to gain credibility or increase their
you can not destroy the man, his worts or
so Afraid of?,'' printed in the September 30 one must understand that the forum was not
membership. Especially if the two people
philosophy, then destroy or SITTCU' his ctw'issue of The Hilltop and written by the Spar
a forum to illustraic or even enunciate the
who attended their last program are inacter by any means available; after which.
IKUS Youth League, which is not an organi
goals and objectives of S. Y .L. 1be brother
dicative of their membership .
through the use of fallacious reasoning, we ution recognized by Howard University, as was out of order, therefore, he was removget the conclusion that the victim, is not
it purports to be . Please don "t get me wrong, ed . .
True Mathematics
worthy of ajustandoverdue honor. This ad there are many progressive organizations
Corresponding Secretary
Also, as he moved to the front of the
homintm approach is unworthy of an located in ·the surrounding metropolitan auditorium one must understand that no one
N.O .B.U.C .S .
educated man. One seriously doubts that the
O.C. community, national artna, and in
average citizen in Arrieric• generally, and in temational arena which are not recognized
the state of North Carolina puticuJarly is
by the University, but, the Spartacus Youth
pleased with this incompctanl, uninfOJtilCd
I.ague has built itself up on the fact that it is
and what must be embarrassing invective by a tt.COlnized organization at the University
I am slck and tired of seeing editorials and ism. Dr. Marable should be required to cite
ooe wbo has been given the ·'public trust''
(check the Hilltop article concerning this
letters to the editor each week in the Hilltop those ''apaltheid interests.'' Who are they?
and ctwged with the important respomibil- mMter d••ed October 7th). Any organiza- blaming everything evil on Ronald Reagm.
Fortune .S00 corporations? Foreign gov.ity of citizenry representation. Helms" al·
tion which builds itself up on a lie, in the
Dr. Manning Mlrab!e •s article in the Octo- emments? lnlemalional bankers? _Don'1 lct
tempt to incite the buer instincts is doomed
final analysis, lacks credibility.
ber 7 edition is a clear example of incspons- . Dr. Marable get away with inn•iendo and
.
to failW"C. Public awareness and expc:ctMion
ible finger pointing at the President!
obfuscation in trying to blame Dennis BruIt ls essential that we as a people begin to
is too high. We have wlvanccd beyond lbal
Dr. Marable writes that Demtis BNtus tus' problems on President Reagmi . It just
point in our national hillOr}' aod COR1Cious- show our ..,.,..eciation to the many brothers
did, in fact, obtain political asylum (from
won' t wash!
ncss. ·Sea. Hclllll and others would do well ud sisters whose effons of the past allow us
South Africa) through the cuncnt adFinally, let's assume that, for ugument 's
to heed the prophetic words of this pe.i to sit wbcrc we sit and stand where we
ministration under Ronald Reagan. Bui Dr. sake, that Richard Allen lobbied for aparp.ariot, •·we must not call every one a com- stud. It is often a shame that the accomMuable would h9ve us believe that, really, theid interests. What does that have to do
munist . . . who recosoiu:s that hale and plishments of many are.at black men and
President Reagan wants to ''silencc him with Ronald Reagan's polities? Lyndoa
hysteria ate ... lhe final llllwen co the women me not appreci9ted until their death.
pct111111011tly. " If thal
ttuly lhe cue, Johnson was once a member of the Ku Klux
problems of these turbulent d9y1 . .we must For eumple, while alive MalcOlm X was
then why did the cmrcnt Wministtation Kim! So what? How did Di'. ~Ulblc like
not engqe in a •&alive uti~sm. oae of the mos1 bMCd, feucd. and missnot BNtusuylum?.OidDr. M~force Lyndon's policies? Make your conrributors
but ralher in a J>04itivc lhnast for democ111Cy, ....te11cood men in contemporary histOry .
them to? Who could force the Ubitcd States prove their insinU11tions . The President is u
realizing m., our pal.at defcme .,.;w. However, .rter his death he bee.me well
to put anyone asylum?
eas)' W)et for lazy writek like Dr. Mm'·
comn;aunism ii to take offemive K1ion in loved, rcipeCledand immonalized . lf we as
Dr. Mlni>le lltempts CO establish we able.
a people had suPi'(lited bis program while
.....If ol justice md , . _ _ ....
by ...... Richard Allen ... "longtime
be WU alive, wbo is to say wh.c le"el of
9dvisor'' and ''f0111wsr na1;oo.1 security''
•vcklp•ient we would be at now.
official who is• '"lobbyist'' for ''apulbeid
Dr. GarriMHI ls Oft Al.Ii ltlllV
ill
Tbe N.0.B.U.C.S. organiution, in an
juunlllUni¥6'1ity' I pltilauplty .,Ail!Uld.
.aempc. to sbow our appecia1inn for oae of intmsts"-This ii

-

Letters to the Editor

Stringent Security for Bobby. Seale

1

•

Don't Blame Mr. Reagan

Henry Boyd HUI, Executive-Editor·

Cry9Ull C"'

Jesse Helms and all those who ~ part of
the intelligentsia (formally or informally)
know quite well tbl.t Mutin I ~ather Kina,
Jr, was llC\ICf a conununist or subscriber to
lhe bosM: doctrines of Karl Man. FJOdcrick
Engels, V. I. Lenin and others of dW persuuion. To understmd this cleuly, one
merely needs to examine a few of the basic
tenets and methods of the conununists dW
Dr. King would have found objectionable.
Fint at all there is the hummistic atheism .
Religion is thought, by orthodox com-

Communism rejects both conservatism

Party Politics on Campus
If one were to ask local college ad.ministrators to name the area school
with the most politically active students , they would undoubtedly cite this
University . It is a deserved distinction,
what with this campus' traditibn of stu·dentlnvolvemen\ on behalf of or oppos'
ed tO one cause .or another.

By George R. Garrison
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Communist
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·
·I can he keep his constituents in a fever
uld he or s.~uld ~~take a ~tab pitch over his potential candidacy?

at the Democrat1c pres1denbal nom1oation?
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK
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G. Dewey S&MyM'd, Executive A1si11an1

'

The opinions ex~ on the edi.torW pqe(s) of The Hilltop do not neceHU'ily rcflect
tbe opinioo of Howud Uai\'Cairy. its Adminiilntion. The Hilltop 8ol6d or the lhldenl
body . Leners for the ediliDIW P9IC sboukl be llddreued IO: Joseph Pak.ins, E.ditorial
Pqe F.dilO<, The Hilltop, 22·17 St .. N.W .. W........... D.C. 20059.
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CYNTHIA CRAMER
HOUSTON, TEXAS
ACCOUNTING
SOPHOMORE

I. We as Americans have become
too concerned with being a father to
every counirx. A s far as military issues
in countries like .El ~alvador and Lebanon . we need~o analyze more carefully
the type of effects that military 1ntervention has on us .
\

l . U.S. military intervention in other
nations has gotten ·out of hand . We are
being hypocritical intervening in nations where corrupt governments.abuse
''unalienable rigtlts'' guaranteed to
U.S. citizens since the Bill of Rights
was ratified ." I propose before aid to·
allied nations is given, thorough analysis of the situation along with Congressional approval be necessary before
troops leave U.S. soil.

•

2. I don ·1 think there is something
that can be remedied within a year.
Whatever issue we focus on- social.
academic or political- it would demand more than a year's effort . It will
require a focusing of all of our e'ntities
into the root cause of the problepi .

I. Concern is a neccssiry. However,
intervention may in some cases contrib-

ute to whatever problem there is . My
proposal would be simple and derived
from a humanistic perspective . Howev-

er, because of the ·'Greater than thou·'
mentality that world powers operate
with, this proposal would not fit into the
strategy of the ''world leaders . '·

ly an indoor basketball outfit) . lndoo"
we are forced to wear uncomfortable
sweaters purchased fifteen years ago .
Through t hese groups· combined
efforts new uniforms could be -purchased before this year·s end . Thanks •

Dr. Cheek.
'
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ljow to make peace with olstoy.

OAKLAND, CALIF.

FRESHMAN

FRESHMAN
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I . The U.S . intervenes too much
militarily . I suggest that we help our
allies. but it is more important to help
our own country get on its feet before
anyone else .
,,

"

..

population is over 10%. lbcy should
by providing jobs and education as opposed to spending milions on blowing

•

2. Better organization. Faculty , staff
and administration should provide a
better style of organization. Thus, in
the beginning of the year, we freshmen
and new incoming students can get off
to a better start. There are too many
bureaucratic hang-ups (ie. registration
and housing process) .

people up .
2. 'The .concern of the ''financial aid
runaround'' as to the inability of placing money into the proper account. 1be
system should be more efficient . They
have computers so it shouldn't be a
problem . Through suggestions by stu-

•

'

I. II is obvious that the U.S. is not
that independent a nation . Therefore
they have no choice but to interrelate
with Third World countries. The type
of military intervention that they have
in Third world countries tcxtay is ruthless. Therefore, the U.S. should act as
moderator when their national security
interests are threatened as opposed to
taking a bias standpoint and covert action.- Simply because · when they intervene militarily a great deal of innocent people die due to diplomatic reasoning .
-

2 . The lack. of communication
networking among students. faculty ·.
dents, faculty and staff they should be and ·a<1ministration . Without this ever
able to expedite the proocss . Many stu- becoming an increased effort among
dents had to go through severe financial the aforesaid, then the problems that
_ burdens while trying to study .
exist will never be solved. Not just in
tenns of political issues that concern
e. Fields
........ .,,.
.. _. , _•.students, but of minorities period .

..
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:Rensselaer PolYfecll'i1ic :· mstitute ·

..

'

•Architecture
• Engineering
• Humanities
•

•

!nformation & Applications
Representative
Available:
.

,.

. .:
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I think it is extremely unnecessary .
1bey should be wonied more about unemployment here-Black youth unem,
ployment. is over SO%. while the total

spend dollars on keeping people alive

..

..

LINDA THOMPSON
HARRISBURG, PA.
PRINT JOURNALISM/
POLITICAL SCIENCE
JUNIOR

BROADCAST PRODUCTION

• Management
•Sciences
• Social Sciences
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Graduate Schools
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MATIHEW ANDERSON
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KRYSTAL PRIME
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
MUSIC EDUCATION
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2. As a newcomer to Howard 's campus one thing I've noticed is the misjustice that students are doing themselves by not realizing the potential that
can be derived from an academic career
at Howard . This problem would take
more than one academic year to be
solved. The suggestion would be for the
faculty and administration to take every
opportunity available to emphasize the _ _
importance of that awareness.
~ ttind Off Photography By Darryl

Howard University Cheerleaders desperately need new uniforms (especial-

••

•

LEOGIVS
EUNICE, LA.
MASS .. COMM. THEORY
GRAD STUDENT (FIRST YEAR)

2. I know that I' m biased, but the

-

year.

•

TERRENCE LEATHERS
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C.
SOCIOLOGY
SENIOR

-

2. Describe: a concern on Howard's eampus that thniugh the combined efforts of
faculty, staff, students and administration can be: m11Cdied within the academic

1. What is your opinion of U.S. military intervention throughout the world? Are
there any proposals that you can offer?
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•
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contact Career Planning
for details

RPI

J
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•.. ... · ., . The U.S. Navy's first practical torpedo
was propelled and stal>ilized
by a flyivheel.
In 1880, it cost U11cle Sa111 about $900.

'

•

,

Today's torpedoes can climb, dive, circle. and yes, run in a straight line. 1'h•'.Y'hav
sophisticated propulsion systems. and each carries a co1nputer tt 1hic.•h cottld c·u111pet
1vith some of industry's largest mainframes.
'
' -

l
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At the Naval Uiidersea Warfare Engineering Station . lUe test. ••ualuatt•. attd 111ai11
tain torpedoes and a host of other sophisticated u11dersr•a tueapo11s a1td c·u1itro
syste1ns. We need 1nqtiuated Electronic Engineers. Mec.·ha11ic·al E11J(i11.eers a11
Computer Scientists .
,

•

... . . ..". .

.,...
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We offer co1npetitive compe1isatio11. excellent benefits. and th1• stability of a f'ed1•ra
Civil Ser1. )ice Career in a rural e11uironnie11t ju~t a · sto1it•'s tl1rott' fro111 {isl1i11g
hunting, skiing, a1id Seattle's fine metropolitan atmosph<'r<'. A fl'l<' positio11s art• als
'
auailahl<• in Sa11 Diego and Hatvaii.
..

•
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If the·academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a ':>teak
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's just one of SIX deliaously
different flavors from
General Foods"
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS• INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

.
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If )'OU 're looking for a challenging opportunity to u·ork at till' l«aqing I'dµ<' of stal••uf
the·a rt, lt '<' 'rt• looki 1ig for .vou.
tl\.( '.·\\ti~ 'S l\TEll\ '11:\\'S
lti :\'.11\l!lldN~I' 108:
NA\1AL l li\'OEltSEA \\1Altl 1Al{E r
ENCilNEEltlNC; Sl'Al'll)N·
S11 ;:"-l '11 , , •• • \ ' " 'II 1•1. \( :1·: ~11·:~··· Cat-1-'M..l·
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Graduate and Professional
Schools Day
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SOME PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:
.

-

- --

-·

Columbia University ,Business School
Yale.-Law. _Scho9}__:!_Atlanta U ni".ersity
Boston Un1vers1ty Law School •. Georgetown
University Howard-Univ~rsity Medical and - Dental School
··
and many more. • • •
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SPONSORED BY:

\
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The Howard University's Office of Career Planning and Placement
'
•
•
•
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October 27, 1983
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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HOW ARD UNIVERSITY
Armour J. Blackburn University Center
Second Floor-Ball Room

•

•

WIN A
6FOOTSUB
.

WIN A GIANT

For Your Next
Dorm Party
Fraternity Party· ·
Sorority Party

'

'

Ii chapter

6FOOTSUB

jtteaenl

thes~ questions:
NAME _ _ _ _ _ __

Just complete

'

ADDRESS: - - - + - - - -

•

PHONE • ---,.,~~-

How did you learn
about SU BWAY?

'

I

I
I'

•

MALE 0
FEMALE 0
AGE

What radio station do
you listen to most?

•

An

~ene"n!J

ENTRY FORM

loCation(s):

.

What newspapers do
you read? _ __

Drawings

weekly at the
following

o/

ullyalivue .and !7jilenJoi

OFFICIAL

.

I

•

,,._... ,._.~, n4wiclw•
2016 Georai• Avenue
ACROSS FROM

HOWARD

We've Got More Toste.

HOSPITAL

•

· D'liday f!clo,et 28, 1983 9 Ji.m. ~,:/ 2 a.l'n.
al llte 'eafiilol .Yfillon .

Nanfoule

. •,o<'

~\<~ .

•

•

Dance Class
Lecture demonstrc;itlon

•

1:20 • 2120

Hilltop Lounge
'

.

•

Blackburn
Canter
•

Everyone welcome free

.

'
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AZIZ AtMED
•

•
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nternational Day
Saturday October 22

•

-

1"' fill/top, Friday tktober 21, 98 1983
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ouston Ballet
presents 'L'
By KARYN D. COLLINS
Hilltop Staffwriter

'

lbc Houston Ballet's recent engagement at the Kennedy Center (October
11 - 16) showed a decided leaning

towards twentieth century ballet compositions as opposed to the classic
eighteenth ce nrur y s tandard s like
•· Sleepi1lg Beauty .·'
Two different progranls were presented dl1ring the con1pany 's week of
perfon11a11ccs.The 11ouston B~let prese111ed its new production of '' Sleeping
lieau1y ' ·alternately with a 111ixed bill Qf
'' L. " '' F<iur Last Song s." and ··symphon~ In D."
Of all tile " 'ork s per1'ormeCI. · '.Symphony In D '' w~s the bfst in terms of

exprcSs io11, tl1e111e. and eiecution .
··sy111phony In D '' choreographed by

Jiri Kylian is":t delighlful parody of bal ·

,

'

'

lei . In !his piel·e. 1he 111cn gru nt loudl y
as they he:1ve thc '\'On1en over .J hier
sho.u lders. Another section has the
won1en lifting the 111en. Throughout the
piece . lJne is acutely aware of the company 's c lea n. preci se technique and
aggressive personality .
This clean technique and aggress i\•c
personal it)' was also see n .in ·· L. " a
tributory pit'CC to sin ge r Liza Minelli
l'or her pct1.t)n11:1nce during a benefit
conce11 . · · L ·s'' prob\e111 was not the
da11c ing . ll crc I fuu nd a problem with
the the111c . · · L .'' choreographed by
Houston Bal le1 art istic director Ben
Stevenson is the male 's answer 10 the
oft -repeated re 111ark thal ballet is
wontan . In ··1. ·· ballet is n1an .
Thi s l1owc\'Cr isn' t enough basis for
an ,· ntire piece. Eleven men pctionn
e very tuni and le<tp L'0111bination ever
pe rfo rn1ed by n1ales . Thi s is very
showy and the 111c11 of the Houston Ballet. espc(·i ally Li Cunxin . who is a master tech11ician . pcrfom1 '' L'· " 'ell . But

1

when all is said and done . '"L'' is not a
piece you ' ll be seeing twenty years
fonn now . ·· see whal we can do''
pieces just don ' t last .
Despite these then1atic problems in
'' L, " presentation and style was excellent as was that in 'Symphony ln
D . •· None of· these qual ities were
present in the Hou ston Ballet 's production of ' 'S leeping Beauty." l1 's as if
two different con1panies danced . The
technique and fom1 of the dancers was
in1peccable . But the energy level was
low . Thi s low energy level gave the
entire p,roduc li on .a lackl us1er, nat
appearance .
The problen1 seemed to be in the •
prese111a1ion of the body . The costun1es. n1usic and c.horcography are all
in the flamboyant, grandiose Russian
style popular in 1he eighteenth century .
But the arti sls of the Houston Ballet
seen1ed to be overwhe lmed by all of
these e le111e nts . The Ho uston Ballet
must learn thal n1azurkas and czardas
can' t be petionned in the same Slyle as
an '' L'' or a ··sy mphony In D."
Still there were son1e bright n1oments
in the ·· sleeping Beauty .·· Suzanne
Longley and Li Cunxin as a radiant
Princess Aurora and Prince Florimund
looked like guest arti sts a111ongst the
rather dead corps de ballet . Miss Longley di splayed e xcellent pl:1cement and
lipc coupled with a reg.al yet exuberant
style . Mr . Cunx in was as always technically excellent and showed what is
today an unco1n111on gen tleness and
co ur1e sy in hi s partnering of Mi ss
J...ongley .
The Houslon Ballet is certai nl y rising
to the lop of the ranks 01· regfonal ballet
companies . If not wholly success ful.
the tlouston Ballet 's week of perfonnanccs al the Ken nedy Center was
certainl y challenging for dancers and
audiences alike .
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Can you find the hidden legal tenns?
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Answers .next week'
Tl1 c Ml' rcu ry astronat1ts pose in fro11t of tl1 c caos Lil c wl1i c h they fly into space ir1 '' Tl-tE RIGHT STUFF,"

a

La~ 't

Cor11pan

•

relt•a se thru Warr1 er Bro s.

~

'

'The· Right Stuff generates pride ·
By GARRY DENNY
Hilltop Film Critic
The word epic is often thrown around
carelessly a.n~ i~ usually u~d to describe a motl<:f! p1c1ure that fail s to meet
those propot ti o ns. However . ' The
Right Stuff i ~ an epic in every sense of
the word and will most likely go on to
become a tremendous box office success as well as a major contender for
Oscar laurels.
In thi s Ladd Company-Warner
Brothers release the true sense of
patriotism and national pride is perfectly visualized almost to the point of sickening propaganda . 'The Right STuff' is
the true story of the development of the
u ·.s . ~anned space flight program
from the initial breaking of the sound
•
barrier by test pilot Chuck Yaeger to the
last one-man space flight by astronau1

Gordon Coope r. The filn1 is slow , but
deliberately paced as it takes the audience through the rigors of early astronaut training and character examina·
tionsof each of 1he seveo Mercury t·ornmanders .
The s urpri se of thi s film is the
amount of humor and wit that it possesses . One scene in particular depicts the
prospective flyboy s participating in a
competitive training exercise . When
winner John Glenn and runner-up Scott
Carpenter exchange ingratiating com- .
pliments . a third astronaut turns to the
group and say~ ~· How do you like that we're competing against Archie and Jughead ." In f~t . the.presence of humor
in this film might be the one element
that saves a few passages from disintegrating into dull , lifeless cinematic
direction .
In all it,s glory 'The Right Stuff is a

film that involve s the audience 1n
·victories as well as di sappoint111ents
and failures . A sense of real sadness can
be felt for Chuck Y'e ager as he ri sks his
life once again in a test plane while the
seven glorified astronaut s enjoy a
Texas-style barbeque give n in their
honor. Conversely. pure joy and excitement abounds when after several lengthy delays Alan Shepard finally pilots
his rocket in An1erica· s first 111anned
space flight . Even though this film is
basically tongue-in-Cheek, it manages
~o invok~. ~l,i~~)'~ rueaningfu\ anJ lasting
images . ···'"
rt·•
The cast here is a very good assemblage of character actors that arc ex·
tremely believable i11 their respective
roles . Stan~out perforn1ances include
Scott Glenn as Alan Shepard . Dennis
Quaid as Gordon Cooper. Fred Ward as
Gus Grissom. Ed Harris as John Gle11n.

and baroara ttershe)· as the wife

of

Chuck Yeager. Special notice should
go to actor Sam Shepard A>r his excellent portrayal of Chuck Yeager. His
low-key performance is not memorable
for the number of lines he utters, but for
his very expressive reaction to lines
spoken by other actors .

Permanent Centers oPtn
~ evenin1s ind weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full·
tlmt staff .
• Complete TEST·n·TAPES"'facllities
for review of class tesf'ons and
supplement1ry m1teti1ls.

const1ntlr updated b• r1Harcft..
ers 11p1rt Jn thtlr fleftl..,. ··'
• fl!IPortvnlty to tr~ler Ill aod
continue: study 1.t . 111f of ~r

ovtr 15 c11tan.

• CllSSIS lluaht by sklllld

Instructors.

,

·

/
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Generally, 'The Right Stuff' is a
good motion picture, but it is a terribly
long film ~ a little over 3 hours . If you
want to sec; a picture that is a cross
between comedy and drani.a, plus gives
you something to cheer about, than
'The Right Stuff' is exactly that!
Not only is it a glorious look at history in the making, but thjs film also
generates a sense of pride in this nations
technological achievements and the
n1en who made it possible .
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244-1456
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREAUW ION
SPECIALISTS SllCC 1138
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to ,,.... 111 m ..
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• Yolumlnous home-stuctr mattrl1l1
• Opportunity
lessons.
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RESEARCH &
DEVEL.O PMENT

•

•

At Wang, our R&D group
is actively involved 1vith the
design and development of
inlegrated information
processing systems 1vhich
span the six key
technologies. Technologies
which together form the ·
essence of Office
Automation.

•

•

'

•

DATA
PROCESSING
IMAGE
PROCESSING
NETWORKING/
COMMUNICATIONS
WORD
PROCESSING
AUDIO
PROCESSING
HUMAN
FACTORS

•
•
•

•

••

•

•

.1

•

Our co1nmitment to R&D
is backed by an investment
of more than JOO million
dollars for 1983 and to
• I
SlJpport I h al 1nves/men1
our
college recruiling effort is
specifically targeted to
candidates 1vho share our
commitment to R&D.
Challenging entry level
opportunities exist at·our
Lowell, Massachusetts
R&D Center in the
following areas:
HARDWARE
DEVELOPMENT
Central Processor Design
Computer Graphics
Mechanical Design
Telecommunications (CBX)
Voice Recognition/
Speech Synthesis
EMl/ RFJ Tempest
Engineering
SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
Operating Systems
Graphics
Databases
Data Communications
'Languages & Tools
Firmware

. •.

If you 're interested in
applying your expertise to
the development of new
office automation products,
and ate a candida/e for
either a BS or advanced
degree in Computer
Science or Electrical
Engineering, we invite you
to interview with us while
we are on campus at
Howard University.
•

-

•

~

•

Place: Office of Career
Planning and Placement
Date: Friday, October
28, 1983

•

Contact your Placement
Office, or write to Geoff
Jones, Wang Laboratories,
Inc., MIS 1402A, One
Industrial Avenue, Lowell,
MA 01851.
We are an affirmative
action employer.
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,Nukes

Ashe

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS ...

•

a special prusra1n

from page 3
'

Soviet Union are the only coun.bjes in
the world .'' lbese ideas, Dcllums said,
•• ., .. allow the U.S. to be in bed with
South Africa . . . and to continue to
play "Superpower games with the people
in the Caribbean.
Dellums also raised the moral issues
and consequences s.unounding United
Stacs participatiori in the mns race .
''We are the fmt generation to develop
the c•pacity to destroy human existence,'' he commented. Dcllums ternled
· this ability as the ''biggest moral is~ue
of our times. "

'

In closing, Dellul1)S strossed, " We
ti.ve the right to live in peace," and

urged Black Americans to demand their
rights to ''humui rights, human freedom, human development ; human
evolution, and economic justice.· ·

From page 3

fortechni
trained g1 aduates

lems at home I've been involved with

them too.' '
The student then asked , ''How do
you concern yourself with problems
abroad when there are so many right
here at home that we have to address .''
Said Ashe, ''Your constituency at
' Howard is not just here in the U.S. This
is the most powerful black school in the
U .S . and whatever the black achievers
do here, the rest of the black world will

c
•

In our Special ~ssignments Program you will have the
opportunity. to work on meaningful projects in several different functional areas before a dec:lsion is made regarding
JOb plac men! on a longer range basis.

We will be Interviewing at
oward University on November 4, 1983

follow and look to us to help solve their

problems because we have the technical

... see your placement office for details.

skills.''
He added , "After being in South

Badische

Africa , I cann()\_ tum my back on 18
million black Africans who look to me

Corporation

SAIE

America's Famous Foot Long Sandwich

'•

.
CU:CTill:J&BR 31,1!'83

.

for help."
P.O. Drawer O
Williamsburg, va. 23185

•

l'!ltlP.I

Member of the BASF Group liiiliil
an equal opportun itv•employer-m/ I

MONDAY

2600 Georgia Ave. N.W.

,

387-1555
..
•

,. \

at 5 p.m.
is the
deadline

Open: Mon.-Fri. 11 am-9 prn
Sat. 12 noon-9 pm

'
'

for

Buy Any Suu-b--uGet

HILLTOP
ANNOUNCE
MENTS
The Hilltop

40C off

'

Redeemable only at
2600 Ga. Ave, N.W.
Limit One Per Customer

----

· Expires October 29, 1983

•

Buy. Any Giant Blimpie
.'
..

Redeemable only at

'

28oo Ga, Ave. N,W,

-

Umit One Per Cullomer
Expirea. October 29 , 1983

'

\
'
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•
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•1.00 o'ff
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An impressive technological jou r11cy bega 11 o ver
three decades ago at Hughes Airc ri1ft Con1pa11y .
Today . with more tha11 90 diverse tccl111ologies
ranging from sub·micron elect ro11ics to large scall·
systems. you 'll find Hughes people forgi 11g 11cv.•
discoveries. new futures .
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HUGHES A I R CR AFT
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Tom Wolfe' s book now comes to the
screen in epic, visually spectacular form:·

Study Business in the Boonies
'•

Cr~aliTllJ

ant"'
tft(/run 11"J
r------------------,
'

''A MOVIE
ALL
''IHE RIGHT
STUl'F
...
'
-

•

'

November 1

Requirements may vary . Check w ith yol1r
placement o ffi ce about Hughe ~ · cor11pa11y ·wide
opportunities at any one of 12 Southern Californ ia
locations and Tucson . Arizona .

•

'

Hughes representatives will be o n campus

or Industrial Engineering, Computer
Science, Physics, Elei;:tronlcs Ttthnology .

'
'

O r contact Hughes Corporate Col lege Relations,
Dept . NC , Bldg . C21Bl78, P.O . Box 1042 ,
El Segundo. CA 90145.

!See your placement office for ah appointment .)

Become part of the Hughes t rad it ion of
technological firsts , if your degree is i11 :
Eltttrlcal, Mechanical, Manuracturing

Anyone interested
in b~ing a Hilltop
Staffwriter can
stop by the office
today and pick
up an application
before 5 p.m.
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The Whittemore School of Business and "cola11ics
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The University of New Hampshire, Durham,~ Hampshire CX3824SEE US ON CX: IOBER 2 l, 1!113 AT 'THE GRADUATE MD PlllFFJIS!ONAL
ICHOOLS Oii.Y IN THE AfMlUR ¥ BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER

A ROBERTCHARTOFF -IRWIN \'l\NKLER PRODUCTION o l A PHILIP KAUFMAN FILM ""THE RIGHT STUFF"
CHARLES FRANK scon GLENN ED HARRIS LANCE HENRIKSEN scon PAULIN DENNIS QUAID
SAl'.-4 SHEPARD FRED WARD KIM STANLEY BARBARA HERSHEY VERONICA CARlWRIGHT PAMELA REED
'"u~•c ov BILL C9f'IT1 OirectOf o! Photograptiy CALEB DESCHANEL Based an the Book by TOM WOLFE
.
;..':l.Jut:eo O~ lJ?INJN WINKLER ond ROBERT CHARTOfF Wrilten !Of the Sc:1een anct Directed 0y PHILIP KAl.FMAN
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Bison
By TIMOTHY C. ROBINSON
Sports Editor
·

prepare for Aggies

In the game , the Bisons ' inability to

Coming off last Saturday 's 30-14
trouncing by the Virginia State Trojans ,
the struggling Bison will face their con-

ference rival the· North Carolina A&T

hold on to the football (nine fumbles,
three interceptions) played a key role in
the Trojans' upset victory .

Coach Joe Taylor agreed chat the
turnovers played a key role in the ii(f-

Aggies in a Mid-Eastern Atlantic Con-

feat . ' 'We played with a lack of Cln6-

ference match-up tomorrow 'at I :30

tion and a low level of concentration . ' '

p.m .

sec ulive home defeat, which give s
them a 1-5 overall record and 1- 1 in the

The Aggies are coached by Maurice
"" M o' ' Forte, a second year coach who
has con1piled a 4- 12 career record .
Offensively, the Aggies are led by

MEAC.

junior quartertlack Alvin Grier, who

The Bison suffered their third con-

.

has completed 63 of 132 passes for 844
yards, three touchdowns and 10 interceptions .
Grier's primary receivers arc Keith
James, 15 ~ptions for 226 yards and
one touchdown, and Mike Jones, 10
re.cc_ptions _for 85 yards .
JBncs also leads the Aggies in rushing with 120 carries for 491 yards and
four touchdowns .
The Aggies suffered a 26-7 loss to
MEAC opponents Delaware State.
Defensively, the Asz:A:ies are led by

linebacker Ricardo Small who is the top

showing despite the large number of
Taylor alluded to the confrootation
turnovers, by gaining 294 yards of total with the Aggies. "They will try to pass

percentage tackler (10.5) in the MEAC
with a total of 58 tackles.

offense and 245 yards rushing.

The strong Jkiint of the Aggies defense this season is their pass play defense, which hu_ allowed only 87 .0
yards per contest and a 33 .9 completion
rate.
The secondary is spearheaded by
sophomore Marvin Golden , who has
collected 42 total tackles with two interceptions .
The BiOt had a good offen sive

yards on ten carries, followed by Ed
Pinkney with seven carries for 59
yards. ,
The defensive unit was gµided by a
strong perfonnance by defensive tackle
Ken Camey ( 13 tackles, two quarterback sacks), Martin Brown (14 tackles), and Jimmy Diggs with nine
tackles . ·
.

the ball on offense and ori defeose they
Andrew Kelly led the Bison with 82 are real scrappy .''

•
The Bison are 1-1 in the MEACconference (a loss to ineligible FAMU)
which leaves them with a chanCc to
fmish tied for second place providing
they can win their remaining con-ferencc games.

.'

•

Trojans surprise Bison,
By CHRISTOPHER CATHCART
Hilltop Staffwriter
The Ho ward Uni versily Bison learned an old but important lesson in its
30- 14 ups1e1loss 10 the Trojans of Virginia State JaS1Salurday a1 Ho'l"'ard S1adiun1 .
· ·Neve r Undcrc slima le your o pponenl . ~
Con1meriting on the fac t that Howard
had not l <.is~ 10 the Trojans since 1979.
de fen s i ~e e9d Ken Carney stated. '' \Ve
ij usl took tt}en1 too lighll y."
Bison coaCh Joe Tay lo r sunlmarized
the sentin1el)t \.\ e ll : ·· w e tacked n1ent <1I
toughness, ctno tion , intensity. enthu siasn1 ... !hey tho ugh! those guys
were goi ng to come o ut !here and lie
do wn fo r them . · ·
The loss dro pped the Bi son record
do wn to 1-5 . and s1alc ma1cd the progress !hat had been made O\'er the past
fc\.\' wee ks .
·· it s e e 11 1 ~ \\·c- ·' rc ba l· k to Sl1u:1rc
·· added coach Ta lor.

.. '

1

Many of the Bi son a11ribu1ed 1he loss
ro a basic lac k of conccn1ra1io n.
'' Noone perso n lost the game . ''said
de fe nsive e nd Ben 1'ynes . ·we just
lacked concen1ra1ion. · ·
·· 1 think we lacked co nfidence." added quarierback Sandy Nic hols .
Virginia Slate (2-5) con1bined a solid
rushing attack (224 yards to1al) and
consistant defensive pla)' to con1rol the
tempo of the gan1e and·' to fo rce the
Bison to con1mitt nine lurnovers during
the contest
.
'

•

'Never l1nderesti111ate

The Bison retaliated four series later
- forcing the Trojans to punt from its
own 33 yard line. freshman Doug Dickei;son fielded the kick and dashed in
behind a wall of blockers fo r a 55-yard

touchdown .
Kicker Jon Nicolaisen was accurate
on the point after and the Bison led for
the frrst and only time of the contest,
7-6 .
Virginia State controlled the majority of the second period . Capi1alizing
off a Howard fumble, lhe Trojan s
pulled in close enough to set up a Kerry
Martin field goal , pushing 1he score to

9-7.
On its nex.t possession, by .way of yet
another fumble, Virginia Slate scored
on a 27-yard touchdown pa ~s from But ler to Jeff White to stretch and lead 10

your opponent.'
The Troj ans scored lirs1 earl y in the
ope ning pe riod whe n Virg inia Stare
qu an erback Allen Bu1 !c r connecled
with.runni ng hack Perry Ri ley on a 37 yard scori ng pa:-;:;;. The poi nt after was
missed and the Tro "ans led 6-0 .

16-7.
In an attempt to ignite a sluggish
offense. starting Bi son quarterbac k
Kenny Jones was replaced by junior
quanerback Brian Sloan .
Under Sloans leadership the Bi son

•

30-14

•

•

offense engineered its mos! successful
drive of the day , behind a clutch reception by tight end Maurice Haynes, the
Bison moved close to the Trojan end
zone .
Two plays later Sloan delivered a
well placed spiral to Kevin Walkins for
an I I-yard touchdown lo bring the
Bison within two .
The score stood at 16- 14 at intenni ss1on .
Costly turnovers prevented the Bison
from sustaining a successful drive during the second half.
The Trojans were able to score twice
more before the contest ended , bo1h
scores were the resull of Bison turnov ers .
The frrst score was a result of a well
ex.ecuted trap play that sprung Riley fo(
a 63-yard touchdown gallop. iwhile the
other was a 26-yard sco ring strike t·ro m

•

•

- . ..

Football
see page 15

(44 ) Anclrc ~Kelly

15

•

•

Navy downs Bison

in tournament;
fall season

losses conclude :the
By EDWARD R. LEWIS
Hilltop Staffwriter

-

The Howard Bison' s Baseball Team
finished las1 in Navy 's Two Day Invitational loumament . The Bi son M1ere
winless in their four hard fought games .
The tournament included three of 1he
east Coast powers , Setan Hall . _Maryland and Navy.
On Saturday the Bisons fell shon to
Navy (5- 4 )on an error and were later
beaten decisively by Setan Hall (11-4) .
In the Navy game the Bisons were
leading in the fifth inning when Navy
scored an error to tie the game . Navy
then went on to defeat the Bisons in an
extra inning .

Howard's Sports Schedule

The BiSons pitcher Rozier Jordan was
up on Maryland (5-0) , with no hits and
no walks . ~ut in the fifth inning things
j usl turned in Maryland 's favor . Maryland tied the game and went on an ex.tra
inning to win the game .
'' We were hitting quite well but ju ~t
could not hold on, .. said Junior Perky
Warner . Warner slated . ·'The umpires
calls were surely questionable, some of
hj5

,.it' '§

were rjsl1 s· 11!9115 ••

Tbs

'This ca1µrtition touna1e1t gave the tean a dlalce to~ fOF.. ·1tie spring. ..
a frustrating loss te Navy . ·rhe g a111 ~
took a lot out .of us." slaled Spence r.

second ga111c was not fini shed but ended al 6-4 because of the time agree111ent

between both teams . ''Maryland _w.as ,
not better but more consistent than we !
1
were, ' ' said Jordan .
''Thi s compelitive tournament gave
the team a chance to p·r epare for the
spring, help develop the skills of freshmen and improve veteran players,''
said Rozier Jordan .
'' Our defeals were nol the Cause of
one individual, but of the whole team,
many mist~es made were not just by
freshman but also veteran players."
said Bobby Spencer.
The Bisons may be in a tournament
the 29th of October, if not, ·they will
look forward to a successful spring
season .
•

Date

Opponent

Location

Time

Bisonettes capture second place

Oct. 22

Football
No Carolina A&T

Away

1:30 pm

By DARRYL RICHARDS

•

•
Women's Volleyball
Oct. 24
Oct. 31

Wm . & Mary/Loyola

George town

'

I•

Senior Bobby Spencer felt that Navy
is still not a better team than Howard 's.
''We usually scrimmage or play Nav y 2
to 3 times a season and win all of the
games . Things just happen 10 go rheir
way this time, '' said Spenc ~ r .
Setan Hall took control of the second
game from the beginning to the end .
''.Setan Hall just came out smo king,
they were agressive, bu1 I think our
poor play against Setan Hall " 'as due 10

Oct. 23
Oct. 29
Oct. 31

'

Hilltop Staffwriter

- Hon1e

6:00 pm
8: 15 pm

Away

Soccer
Naval academy
Alderson-Broadders
Davis-Elkins College

•

Away
Away
Away

2:00 pm
2:00 pm
1:00 pm

•

Hooters win Chambers Cup, 1-0
•

BY EARL FINDLATER
Hilltop Staffwriter

•

Freshmpn forward Keith Walcott,
starting his first game as a Sooter. scored the lone goal which gave Howard a
. . ._ 1-0 win ·ovcr the University of the District of Columbia (UDC) in Howard
Stadium, Wednesday . ·
With the win Howard retained the

"Ted" Chambers Cup played for every
year by the two teams . The victory kepc
the Booters unbeaten record at home in
tact .
The Booters have not lost in the last
four matches and they have a 6-3-2 re~
ord overall and a 4-1-1- in the MidAtlantiG region .
·'I find we were playing better· than
lasl time (last Wednesday agatnst
George , Mason). We played a more
constructive game ~ ·· said Walcott who
started because regular starter Nigel
Grant :was out with a knee injury .
Walcott was ,eferring to Howard's

passing of the ball . The Booters were
able to keep pressure on UDC (7-4) by
making quick passes instead od fribbling which has been one of their bad
practices this season .
UDC appeared confused at times
when they tried to attack . An apparently disappointed Juan Zanzeno, coach of
UDC. said after the game , his team had
too many injured players .
One thing UDC did not have little of
was defensive intimidation . Their hulking center fullbacks Osa Osunda and
Paul Emordi were particularly aggressive while guarding their goal like a hen
does new-bord chickens .
In an effo n lo maintain control of the
game , the referee called the . game
close . He spotted 56 fouls 29 of which
were charged against Howard. By calling the gan1e so close the referee, in
many instances, disallowed the advantage rule of soccer which states that
if a player maintains possession of the
ball af1er being fouled , play should con-

The Bisonettes earned their fi rst major triumph of the season by laking
second place in the Barnard lnvilational
Volleyball Tournament . last weekend
at Columbia University .
The championship match. according
to volleyball coach Cynthia Deb111an.
was the first title match the Bi sonet1es
have had since 1977 .
The BisonCttes won the ir pool 01· fi ve
teams with a 3-1 record before losing in
the finals to Brooklyn C.o llege 15- 10

and 15-13 .

' ' I th ink they wanted to win so badly , al game by senior Bethsheba Wright,
they made mi stakes they would not who brought the team back from a 14-3
have made 01herwise , · · said Debman . defecit, with nine unanswered serves
_,
The Bisonettes qualified for the fin- including six. aces .
''Bethsheba is an outstanding
als by defeating William Patterson Col• ( 15-5, 15-9), Queens College ( 15- athlete, " said Debman , she keeps the
lege,
11, 15 - 10 . 15-7) and St. Thomas team up and helps the team play better
volleyball . ''
Aquinas College ( 15-0) 15-7).
Although the98isonettes lost the final
The tean1 'sonl y loss was to Fairleigh
D icj<erson University ( 15-IO, . J6-18 , game 15-13, thC play is indicative of
15-11 ).
.
what the learn can do.
In the tTnal s, the Bisonettes faced a
strong Brooklyn College ·team, neverVolleyball
theless, the Bisonettes played competioee page 15
tive volleyball .
The Bisonettes were

tinue uninterrupted .
Though the referee's calls killed
many opportunities for both teams, Howard's coach Keith Tucker said ''he
tried to control the garpe 'cause last

year it was played dirty ."
The first half of play ended without a
score . UDC's Nick Vega had two clear
chances to put his team ahead early in
the second half but he misf1.red both
times.
Booters' fullback Ronald Simmons
was on target when he lofted a ball from
the left side of the field to fellow fuJl~

back Wendell Thomas. Thomas passed
the ball with his head to Walcott who
then brought it under co'ntrol nd shot
passed reserve goalie Tajudeen Balogun from eight yards out .

Walcott's goal, midway through the
period,· injected a · breath of life into
what was not the most ex.citing contest.

Soccer

oee pHge 15

-

- .
Co.ch Taylor explains the situation to reserve quartertMk

-

H• sr

fltoto by BrVn BNnch-l'ri«'-'1'11•
-·
--,
Brian Sloan in the lllllme qalnst Vi'linla Sate.

••
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Bison tailback Andrew K elly (44) eludes a would be Trojan
defender for a short gain. K elly, fmishe d as the Biso11's leading
rusher with 82 yard on ten c arries.
from page 14

•

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

fro m page 14
fro111 page 14

Football

Volleyba ll

Buder to Rolando Graham with I0 minutes remaining in the game. The score
stood 30-14 as it wou ld thoughtout the
remainder of the contest.

The Bison quanerback dilemma continued in the fourth period as, an ineffective Sloan was replaced by the veteran Sandy Nichols for the final two
series. Nichols displayed poi se at the
helm but was hampered by a couple of
costly dropped passes as the clock ran
out on the Bison .

Soccer

'' With some court experience and
more confidence they should be a· top
flight team by the tin1e the MEAC
toumament ·comes around.'· said Debman .

The Bisone ltes successfu l tournament play raises their overal l recOrd to
13-16 .
The next home appearance will be a
tri -match meet against Willi an1& Mary
college and Loyola College. Oct. 24. at
6~ 00 p .m .

Not n1an)' of Howard· s 17 '.s hots nor
uoc·· s four caused a s1ir. Howard's
· goalie Gilbert McPherson 111adc e ight
saves in what r11us1 ha\'C been a boring
afternoon 's ' ' 'Ork for hi111 . l~ i s cou nterpart Balogun stopped six shots.
The Booters' next three ga111es will
be a\l,:ay . On Su11da)' the)' arc schedu led
to take on the U.S . Naval Acaden1y
(Navy) at Annapolis. Kickoff is slated
for 2:00 p111 .

. YES, YOU CAN EARN A MASTER 'S DEGREE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
IN 11 MONTH S FROM SEPTEMBER THROUGH JULY. A BACHELOR'S DEGREE IS
THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT. ALL MAJORS ARE ACCEPTABLE. WE OFFER:
• minority student fellowships available to cover t uition costs.

• a well-planned curriculum taught by a distinguished faculty.
• a location in a major city which is headquarters for 17 Fortune 500 companies and
several major financial institutions.

.

• i. new business
school building equipped to prepare managers ol the future.
'

•

'

DON NORRINGTON, OUR ADMISSIONS REPRESENTATIVE, WILL BE ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27 AND WOULD LIKE TO TALK WITH YOU. Sign up

tw 111t

appolnbr:entln rourplacementoHlce. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260

,J

''On Nov.17th,

adopt a friend
who smokes:'/
Help a fnend get through
the day without a cigarette.

They might JUSt quit
forever . And thar·s
important. Because good
friend".ore hard.to find .
And even tougher to loi e.
•

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

Afo1ERIQIN ~R SOCIETY'

CONGRATULATION

111

•••

Ms. L dia Wright

I

•

•

•

.

Ms. Fine Arts 1983JB4
Good luck in the Ms. Howard Pageant
we know you can do i~ I
-From the School of Fine Arts studf nt council .
•

GRADUATING SOON?

'

•

1

'

You're Needed
AllOverth
World.

Ask Peoce Corps volunteers why their ingenuiry nd flexibiliry

-

ore as vital OS their degrees. They'll relt you they ore helping

rhe world's poorest peoples orroin self sufficiency in rhe oreos
of food production, energy conservorion, educOtion. economic

r.

development ond health services. And they'll t~ll you obour
rtie rewords of honds on career experience overseas. They'll
~II you Ir's rhe roughesr job you'll ever love.

PEACECOMS
I

FUR. INFO™ATICNl· l\ND APPLICATIOOS P l CALL OOR
REOU~ Nr

812

~I= Pi

•

254-7346 or 254- 3013

•

, NW:

(202)

'

•
•

;

ou 11cements

Lal1ot.r and one Mavy lolkn and I will

give JI"" Resr. Mathew Chpt. 11 ·28

, For more information, contact Elder
T.O. Obalya (328-0324); Rev. S.
to make this community service project Ayodele (483-0579)

a success . There .will be designated

GENERAL

areas in the main lobbies of all donns to

I

deposit all dobations . Thank you for

your suppon ~d effon. The drive will
be held Oct. 2jl thN Nov . 4.

On Friday) Oct. 28fro,m 9 p.m. to
J a.m., the ladies of Alpha Chapter,
~Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,

.
Get your magazines together! Alpha
'

and · the men of Alpha Chapter,
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., pre-

Chapter, Zet, Phi Beta Sorority is,
sponsoring a ragazinc drive for the
Howard Univ~n;ity Hospital. Collection boxes Jill be set up in the
dormitories dJing the week of October
23-Thank you for your suppon.

sent "A Continuance of Something
Special'' at the Silver Spring Ho/it day Inn on Georgia Ave.
Ladies of the Howard University
community . . . arc you interested in
supporting your Marching and Concert
Bands? The colony of Kappa Kappa ~i
National Hooorary Fraternity for College Bandsmen is organizing a
Sweetheart Court to assist them in providing the bands with organized and
concentrated service activities. For further info. contact: Darryl M. Singleton
at 636-3662 or Clarence Labor, Jr. at
636-2550.
.

I

The Brothc~ of Beta Chapter, Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., present an
Evening of Alpha Distinction 8.t the
Quality lnD HolcL'Capitol Hill on Satur1
day Oct. 29, flom 10:00 p.m. to 3:00
a.m. Hot hors d•ocuvres will be served.
Cash bar. Tick~ts : $6 in advance, $7 at
the door.

1bc Dennis Brutus ~fcnsc Committee, in coo~ration with Antioch
Lawyer's Guild, Antioch BALSA and
G.W. Balsa, invites the community to
attend an Evening With South African
Exile And Distinguished Poet Dennis
Brutus. Called one of apartheid's most
dangerous opponents. oCnnis Brutus
was granted political asylum in this
country after a U.S. immigration judge
dismissed deportation proceedings
against him on Sept. 6.
The event will be held at Antiocb
School of Law. 2633 16 St., N.W.,
Rm . 200 on Friday, Oct. 2 l at 6 p.m.
For more infonnation, please call 546-

THE ' 1983 HOMEC0MING COMMITTEE irlvitcs you to start
Homecoming cck off with a BANG
at their '"Hc,1mccoming Preview
Affair!'' This Cvcnt features six hours

f

;:-:~!s~1~~~:·

of
. entcna1nmen
.I
t
- I1vc
- musical videos and much, much
more!
Do yourself a favor and be at ' 'The
Studio'' 500 W. Street, N.E. (near
comer of 5th and Rhode Island N.E.)
Tonight at 11100 p.rit.

7961.

REVIVAL•i' REVIVAL!! RE·
VIVAL!!! .

The Dean· s List for the .College Of
Liberal Arts is posted in the lo~by of
Locke Hall. Should your name· be included on this list? If you were a fulltimc student for the 1982-83 academic
year (minimum .12 credits per semester)
and acquired a GPA of 3.20 or better,
you qualify for the Dean's List. If you
qualify and your name docs not appear.
please stop by Locke Hall. Rm . 322.
before Nov . 11 . Thank you .

.THE CHRIST APOSTOLIC
CHURCH (C.i>. JC.) WASHINGTON,
D.C. CORDl{-LLY INVITES EACH
AND EVERY NE TO A FREE RE·
VIVAL SE VICE TO BE CONDUCTED B Y THE World International E angclist and Preacher
fron1 Nigeria (Africa) prophet T.0 .
OBADARE. HIS WILL BE A REVIVAL OF S~LVATION, HEALING
AND DELIVERANCE FROM THE
'
POWER OF ~AT
AN . Commencing:
.
.
. Friday 10-21- 3 Through: Tuesday 10Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity• Inc. Xi · 25-83. PLAC : Mount Pleasant Baptist
Chapter is gi;aciously asking' for your Church on 2 5 Rhode Island Ave.,
support in the attempt, to .collect cJo- N.W., Wash. D.C. Time: 7:00 p.m.
thing for area families and orphanage till Dawn.
homes . Fellow Bisons, please help us Jesus Said, C me Unto Me, all ye that

l

'TCd and Bill Mondale, sons of
Democratic presidential candidate
Walter P. Mondale. will discuss their
filthcr' s platfonri and issues of importance to college students Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. in the Forum of
Howard University's Blackbum Center. All are invited, and admission is
lice.
The Brothen; of Beta Chapter, Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., invite all interested men to their 1983 Pre-Smoker.
Friday, Oct. 21. Douglass Hall. Rm .
B21 at 7 p.m.

The William J. Seymour Pcnccostal
Fellowship of Howard University presents its Annual Open House, Sunday,
Oct. 23 from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. at the
SeymourHouse, IOOBryantSt., N.W.
All are welcome. For further info. call
232-5918.

dream of Dr Mart ••• Luther Ki tl ~ Jr. fur
over 25 years. Shi; will be speaking·30
mins. on the 11eeJ for professional an~

spiritual excellence in the role of black
Leadership in America, with ''Q & A''
time following .' Admission is free . The

place is Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel Lounge. The time, Friday, Oct .

21, 6: 15 promptly. Refreshments will
be served. Sponsored by lghimo Otito

Christian Fellowship and Tom Skinner
Associates. ''Continuing in the
Struggle''.
The English-Speaking Union of the
United States has announced the 16th
competition for the Luard Scholarship
which provides travel expenses and full
support for the Junior year at a British
University. Candidates must have completed their Sophomore year by August
1984 and be American citizens who
will be between the ages of 18 and 22
during the 1983-84 academic year.
For mOre infonnation contact Mr.
David Phillips, Room 119 (Office of
International Student Services), Blackbum University Center.
The ladies of Alpha Chapter, Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority Inc. would like to
thank all those who attcndi::d the ''Blue
Wave Splash Pany"" . We will be looking for you at another Zeta Phi Beta
Production.

Here's an opportunity for men of distinction to show their strength, knowledge, talent, and authority. The ladies
of Alpha Chapter, 7.cta Phi Beta Sorority Inc. are looking for men with these
qualities to join the Zeta Knight Court.
There will be a meeting fof all those
The ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
interested on Friday, Oct. 21 at 7 :00
p.m. in the Chemical Engineering Con- Inc . , would like to thank all the
SPAGHEITI LOVERS that puichased
ference Room 1005.
spaghetti dinners . Your support was
Society for the Advancement of appreciated.
Management will be holding a Wine
and Cheese Membership Drive on
Monday, Oct. 24, 5 p.m., Rm . 105,
School of Business.

MEETINGS

The William J . Seymour Pcnccostal
Fellowship of Howard University will
be having its Bible Study on Wed., Oct .
26at7p.m. atthcSeyJTiourHouse, 100
Bryant St., N.W. I members and interested persons a encouraged to
come!!! For funhc info. call 2325918.

AITENTION'
There will be a Health Professions
Club Meeting in Douglas Hall , Rm .
116, on Oct. 26, at 5:30 p.m. Featured
arc Dr . Abdul Alvani , doctor of oral
surgery and Mr. Shepherd Gross, sophomore dental student. All new and old
members , please' attend'
The American Chemical Society will
hold its next meeting on Monday. Oct.
24, at 5: 15 in the Chemistry Building
Auditorium . Members arc urged to
attend and to return their applications
and fees .

The entire Howard University con1munity is invited to come and share an
evening of excellence with Ms. Addie
Wyatt, International Vice-President
8nd Director, Civil Rights and
Women 's Affairs Department , United
FOod and Commercial Workers InAtteniion All Economics Students
ternational Union, AFL-CIO. OLC.
There will be a meeting of the Abram
She's been the top black woman leader Harris Economics Society on OCt. 25 at
in Labor and a living extension of the 5:30 p.m. in Douglass Hall. Room 116.

c

Important information will be discuss· Maryland. Five minutes from
ed. All economics majon and minon sboppina/food lllllt.t via ridc-<lll bua. .
are urged to attend.
For inore infor-*1 call 588-9371 or
589-3977 . .Rent $160.00.
There will be a general mct".nng of all
cavaliers on Wednesday. Oct. 26 at
COUNSEWRS \VANTED
-;00 p.m. in Locke Hall.
Senion and gnduates in special
education, psychology, locteatioo and
The Political Science Society will related fields arc rwdtd to wdrt with
host a meeting at 6 p.m., Room 121 (in the developmentally disabled, behavior
the back of Room 116, Douglass Hall), maladaptive adults in a loog-tenn raiWednesday. Oct. 26. lmponant Meet- dential facility in the Disttict.
ing: Upcoming debate and participatioo
. Gain valuable experience in behavior
in National Model Programs are to be
discussed. A guest speaker will be management, social services, bcaldl
available also. All arc invited to attend, maintenance, nutrition. occupati.ooal,
but political science majors and minors physical, speech and rocreatioaal ther·
apy, and management by objectj.vcs.
are encouraged to attend.
I.ate night clerical and maintenanae
positions available also. Houn uepontime on weekends and full-time weekly. Salaries begin at $5.50 an hour.
""WASHINGTON'S FINEST' \
Resumes should be sent to: Counselor
The CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB of Position 113 Maryland Avenue, NE,
Washington, D.C. is pleased to an· Washington, D.C. 20003
nouncc the First Annual Miss Chocolate City Pageant. It -will be held to
determine the Homecoming Pageant
entrantofThcC.C. CLUB. The ·ladics
will compete in talent, poise, and bathing suit categories. Come check it out
Back by popular demand-The
TONITE, OCT. 21st, at 7 P.M., in the Mixmaster Davy-Dave . . . BEi'! ER
BLACKBURN CENTER AU- DANCE MUSIC for your next party
DITORIUM. Tickets are only $1 aod 387-1735.
arc available at the Cramton Box
Office.

STATE CLUBS

SERVICES

•• CALLING ALL STATE CLUBS
Now is your chance to show who is
thebestSTATECLUBoncampus. The
CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB of Washington, D.C. is inviting any state club
''tough _enough'' to accept the challenge, to compete in the STATE CLUB
OLYMPICS . For more information
contact ASUBREY JACKSON-S621087 (before 7 p.m.), or Howard K.
Davis-925-4950 (before 10 p.mJ ·
.

The next General meeting of the
CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB will be
held on Tuesday, Oct. 25 at 4:30 p.m.
in the Blackbum Center Forum. We
will be discussing the State 'Club Olympics, C.C. Weekend, and several other
pending issues. Don't be left out again;
be a pan of the C.C. EXPERIENCE.

WANTED
Wanted: Male or female to share a 3
bedroom apartment in Silver Spring,

PERSONAL
HAPPY 21st BIRTIIDAY
To Keith Champ Bethany,
I'm sure you're going to bring it in
and take it out as you say ''ultimately
stylish''. I hope to be a part of the
celebrations. Especially the "chocolate
cake and ice cream. '
October 16 GO FOR IT!!!
It is time for you to ''Experience .. .
ZE~~1A MANIA""

W~

MEDICAL
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